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Born to the daughter of a civil engineer, and an educated artist, Sarvin Haghighi experienced great joys, and harsh challenges. In a 
very short while, the pendulum would swing from privilege and independence to experiencing war firsthand, and the most basic of 
freedoms revoked. for Sarvin, the answer was art.

Sarvin Haghighi merges traditional Iranian art forms with a contemporary sensibility. In combining Farsi calligraphy and Islamic 
architectural designs with mixed media (including resin and gold leaf) and bold lines and framing, Haghighi affirms the enduring 
aesthetic of a culture that is too often represented through the limited lenses of war and political turmoil. The meticulous composition 
of these works share the laconic beauty of Rumi’s poetry, which ultimately works to create and emotionally resonant homage to 
tradition in the frantic modern world.

Listen to the podcast at http://www.theartistnextlevel.com/artist-sarvin-haghighi-talks-about-working-towards-a-vision-
despite-the-obstacles/

With Dordt since 2001 David Versluis has taught graphic design in the Department of Art and Design. Prior to the College, Versluis 
worked extensively in professional design as a graphic designer, art director and advertising manager. Professor Versluis has pre-
sented papers on graphic design at various national conferences including the biennial CIVA (Christians in the Visual Arts) confer-
ences. Many of his students have received recognition for their design work with regional non-profit clients. Several of his students 
have produced award-winning projects in professional competitions on the state and Midwest regional levels.

Versluis practices graphic design on selected projects and is actively producing prints, sculpture and exhibiting in national and 
Midwest regional juried art exhibitions. In addition to teaching the graphic design courses, Versluis is the advisor for the pre-archi-
tecture program at Dordt College and is director of the Campus Center Art Gallery and curator of the Dordt College Permanent Art 
Collection. He is a member of the American Institute of Graphic Arts (AIGA) and Christians in the Visual Arts (CIVA).

In 2009, Versluis started an (American Institute of Graphic Arts) AIGA Dordt College Student Group, whose blog can be found at 
http://dcaiga.blogspot.com/.

Listen to the podcast at http://www.theartistnextlevel.com/approaching-college-and-university-art-galleries/

CHECK OUT ART NXT LEVEL PODCAST WITH 
Sergio & Dr. Yanina Gomez
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(left) Spirit Rises by Sergio Gomez

(right) Wing of Protection by Sergio Gomez
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Sarvin Haghighi “Sergio is passionate, organized, supportive, 
and inspiring. “I was honored to start collaborating with Sergio 
after I moved from Dubai to Chicago. The key to success in 
most aspects of life is patience, and this definitely applies to 
curating. It takes years to develop the knowledge, taste, rela-
tionships and vision that culminate in a successfully curated 
show and I believe Sergio has absolutely mastered it.  Work-
ing with Sergio has opened so many doors for me. Due to his 
generous personality, he keeps sharing his knowledge and 
support artists in any way possible.”

Jaime Foster says “Sergio is authentic, passionate, personable, and 
inspirational! “Sergio recognized my talents and invited me to be a 
part of his gallery, 33 Contemporary, a couple years ago. He is in-
credibly passionate about helping artists to take the right steps to 
further their career and has continuously has given me new opportu-
nities to show my work to a broader audience.

STREET TALK:  Who is this Sergio Gomez?
The ACS Team asked professionals in the art world to describe Sergio Gomez in four words or less. 

Tell us how Sergio Gomez has impacted your career, the artist community and influenced the art world.

Samantha Haring “Sergio is generous, dedicated, sincere and inspiring. Sergio is 
a trusted voice in the art world; the quality of his studio work speaks for itself. His 
discerning eye makes him a highly sought-after curator. Sergio’s generosity, how-
ever, truly sets him apart. He is consistently willing to share his vast knowledge 
to help other artists succeed, and his advice is refreshingly sincere and honest. 
Sergio has an amazing ability to connect people; he has curated my work into 
several shows in the past few years, elevating my career and providing incredible 
networking opportunities. To know Sergio is one of the great privileges and joys of 
my life. To exhibit alongside him is an honor beyond comparison. His support and 
encouragement mean more than I can say.

Jason Brammer  “Sergio is energetic, enthusiastic, encouraging, and in-
dustrious. I first met Sergio when he invited me to be part of the Chicago’s 
Twelve exhibition he curated at the Zhou B Art Center and then at Gar-
field Park Conservatory.  As a result of this show, one of my pieces was 
acquired by the Zhou B Art Center for their permanent collection. He also 
invited me to be the keynote speaker at the 2014 Regional High School 
Art Festival at South Suburban College, where I gave a presentation to 
the students. It was a pleasure to encourage the aspiring artists in that 
group. I am also honored that he invited me to be part of his upcoming 
group exhibition in Turin, Italy, which is very exciting.

Margaret Failoni “Sergio Gomez is a present day iconoclast: success-
ful artist, curator, instructor, and promoter. Other than his talent as an 
artist, perhaps his most important traits are his curiosity and empathy. I 
had the pleasure to meet and work with Sergio Gomez as we co-curat-
ed the Border Crossings exhibition for the 2014 Chicago Art Fair. With 
an impeccable work ethic, he generously shared his vast knowledge of 
the Chicago Latino art scene and continuously collaborated on cultural 
exchange between Mexico and Chicago.”

Luis Martin “Proof of concept: I have known Sergio for a short 
period of time. In the interim I have been moved, impressed and 
inspired by him in every way. He represents what is possible 
when an artist taps into their full potential working creatively and 
analytically to deliver their best. As a curator he is a great leader 
and beacon for community. As an artist he is prolific and ever 
evolving. Knowing Sergio is the proof of concept for me, that 
artists can enjoy success and longevity without compromise.”
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Model: Berkeley Clayborne 
Make Up Wardrobe and photography by Jaime Foster
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“Unofficial version: Sergio is sexy, hot, wild 
Tiger, and bigger than you think! Official 
version: Sergio is generous, supportive, 
kind and AWESOME.  I am in gratitude 
to Sergio for providing the guidance and 
generosity. Sergio, a warm, funny, intelli-
gent, artistic, generous human being has 
maintained his egoless charm and tenac-
ity. My friendship with Sergio extends al-
most a decade that I decided not to dye 
my hair so I can be like him!  Definitely, this 
man has been an important catalyst to the 
rise of my career as successful artist. My 
love, respect, joy and gratitude to Sergio 
Gomez and to Dr. Yanina Gomez. Both of 
whom has been the pillar of my success. 
Mad love Gomezs’!”

Conde Art would not have the fortitude if 
it was not for Sergio’s relentless belief in 
my work. I started with 33 Contemporary 
when it was still a collective gallery. The 
journey took me from Chicago to Miami 
Art Basel, Taipei, Taiwan, Turin, Italy and 
other places in the world. Sergio has al-
ways been supportive of my vision and 
was very open to controversial works like 
“In The Hood – Portraits of African Amer-
ican Professionals Wearing a Hoodie” to 
“The Bang Bang Project”. Other galleries 
won’t touch this exhibit but Sergio Gomez 
had the tenacity with his quiet strength in 
believing that these projects can make 
a difference and my voice matters. After 
taking Yanina’s and Sergio’s course, “Art 
Next Level”, I gained more knowledge in 
the inner workings of the art world. Their 
program was designed to help artists nav-
igate through what could be a complicated 
channel called Art.

CESAR CONDE
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Sally Ko “Sergio is visionary, professional, supportive, and cre-
ative! Sergio is an amazing artist and curator. When he assembles 
a show, he has a vision that always ends up creating an amazing 
mix of artists and works. His sophisticated themes, his underlying 
creative philosophy, and his unerring eye result in collections of 
works that are thought-provoking and still accessible. At the same 
time he is an artist’s curator. His professionalism is unmatched, 
making him a dream for artists to work with, and his high standards 
bring out the best in everyone he works with. His mentorship and 
support have been a gift for many, offering artists an abundance 
of tools and confidence to execute their own possibilities. Sergio 
Gomez is my friend, colleague and mentor.

Injung Oh  “Sergio is ... creative entrepreneur with pas-
sion. He is a passionate artist friend who gave me my first 
solo exhibition King and I through his gallery 33Contenpo-
rary. Observing him grow and positively influencing the art 
community over the years is inspiring. Specially after his 
wife Yanina joined him as a team they are helping more 
artists through partnerships.  I am so happy to see his art 
career is growing and can’t wait to see his solo exhibition 
at the Zhou B Art Center in August!”

Joyce Owens “Sergio is a team player with ambition. He 
is generous; he reciprocates. After curating him into two 
shows at CSU, one abroad, he included me in several - 
not all artists do that.

Jennifer Cronin “Sergio is kind, driven, genuine, and coura-
geous. Sergio is a pivotal part of the Chicago art communi-
ty, and has proven single-handedly that an art community is 
stronger as a whole rather than it is as a sum of its parts. He is 
a passionate artist, curator, and educator, whose belief in art 
and artists will have a lasting impact.

Christine Forni  “Sergio is hard-working, creative, sincere, and determined. I met 
Sergio Gomez in 2008 when I first saw his painting, Dead of Paradise, outside 
of 33 Contemporary Gallery. Sergio would visit my studio monthly and he would 
be frank about where he thought I had breakthroughs in my work. During one of 
his visits I was in the process of making my first large sculpture, Passage. He in-
sisted that I finish it for an exhibition he was curating. By giving me this deadline 
I pushed through more than 1,000 feet of wire to make the sculpture over 10ft 
tall. This piece would later to be included in the Rockford Art Museum Biennial 
and he brought it to Miami during Art Basel. I learned from watching Sergio work 
extremely hard and how he took chances to reach his goals. If he could do this, 
I could be inspired to push myself and make my dreams a reality. Sometimes, I 
would joke with him and ask him if he had a doppelgänger named Sergio.”

Pia Cruzalegui  “Sergio is the ambassador for the arts.Sergio has been an in-
spiring mentor, entrepreneur and friend. He subtly leads the way and sets an 
example for excellence. His attitude has driven me to venture into the art world 
and see the many ways it can be explored, exposed while forming part of a 
community and making meaningful contributions to it. Thanks to his sincerity 
and wisdom I opted to listen to him and take a “leap of faith.” While I did not 
understand what he really meant two years ago as I stood at a crossroads in my 
life, I can say that taking that leap to a new city, a new life and a shift in profes-
sion while pursuing my graduate degree took placing all the faith in myself and 
my abilities in order to make things happen for me.”

STREET TALK:  Who is this Sergio Gomez? (continued)
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PUBLISHER’S NOTE

Renée LaVerné Rose
 Publisher & Editor-in-Chief  

I reached out to Cesáreo Moreno requesting his thoughts 
on who is Sergio Gomez. What I recieved speaks volumes 
of the character of Mr. Gomez.

“Sergio talented, resourceful, respectful & generous. Sergio 
has enriched the Chicago metro area with his painting and 
his ability to organize, curate and share the gallery walls. He 
has exemplified the power of working collectively – in com-
munity and solidarity. By providing space and opportunity to 
come together, his philanthropic approach to creating art has 
advanced the Midwest community of working artists. His as-
pirations of building bridges between artists and cities across 
the globe have gained him the respect of his peers, as well as 
those who work in the cultural and humanities fields. Sergio is 
a writer and thinking artist who repeatedly looks beyond the 
canvas to recognize the necessity of the arts in our world. We 
are exceptionally fortunate to have him in Chicago! I am sure 
a younger generation of artists and artistic directors will reap 
some of the successful values and methods he has sown.

Cesáreo Moreno
Visual Arts Director / Chief Curator
National Museum of Mexican Art

I Am Back  by Sergio Gomez
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STREET TALK:  Who is this Sergio Gomez? (continued)

Luis Sahagun   “Sergio is an energetically, generous human be-
ing.  Sergio has believed in my practice for years.  Thanks to his 
kindness and expertise he has included me into various group 
exhibitions including Chicago’s international art fair EXPO Chi-
cago!” Mark Zlotkowski “Sergio is passionate, generous, sincere and respectful. Sergio 

is a constant giver and facilitator of opportunities for others. He has coordinated 
many group shows that I have been represented in including ones in Mexico and 
Italy. For several years we had a two-person show that we hope to revive and 
present again at some point in the future. Working with Sergio on that project 
turned out to be one of the greatest artistic collaborations that I have ever had.  
They don’t get any more genuine than Sergio”
 

Rodrigo Ghattas  “Sergio is passionate, disciplined, open minded, 
and visionary. Sergio was one of the few people in the art world 
that held out a hand selflessly to me and he has been guiding me 
through it with admirable wisdom. Perhaps he doesn’t know it but 
unwillingly he became a guide in my art career.”
 

Lisa Goesling  “Sergio is generous, respectful, courageous,  nd 
resourceful.  I could never have imagined that after listening to 
Sergio’s podcast, Seven Steps to Creating a Killer Exhibition Pro-
posal, I would be showing my art in his awesome space. Having 
the chance to work together with Sergio has been a real gift, one 
that keeps on giving, because not only did I form a relationship 
with him, I met so many other wonderful folks through my Same 
Difference exhibition. It was life changing to have people walk 
through the door at Art NXT Level/33 Contemporary Gallery and 
be exposed to my art for the first time. I will be forever grateful to 
Sergio for giving me this opportunity.”

Victoria Fuller “Sergio is a generous, kind, sociable, and accom-
plished. I have been in several art exhibitions curated by Sergio, 
giving me great exposure. Also, the upcoming exhibition in Italy 
is a great opportunity. He counsels artists on their career and has 
helped me and others strategize on ways to achieve goals. I feel he 
has contributed enormously to the Chicago art community.”
 

Marina Ross “Sergio is ambitious, motivated, hard-working and coura-
geous. Sergio took me under his wing many years ago as an intern at his 
gallery, 33 Contemporary. We worked together to put exhibitions up and 
he taught me many things about what happens behind the scenes. During 
this time, he curated my work in several shows and we continued to work 
together occasionally throughout the years. Last summer, he invited me to 
do a solo show at the Art NXT Level project space. This was a transitional 
time for me, having moved back to Chicago from New York and about to 
go to graduate school. I took the opportunity to try a lot of new things that 
I had never done before and Sergio allowed me to experiment with the 
space however I wanted.
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Spirit of Peace  by Sergio Gomez
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STREET TALK:  Who is this Sergio Gomez? (continued)

Nadine Robins  “Sergio is creative, ambitious, supportive, and friendly. 
Sergio is very supportive and has curated shows that have given me ex-
posure and sales. I look forward to furthering my career with him. I hope I 
can return the favor.”

Joyce Morishita  “Sergio is talented, dynamic, motivated and 
multi-cultural. Sergio is a gifted artist who is highly productive in 
creating and exhibiting his work.  He would be making a signif-
icant contribution to the art world if he did just that.   However, 
in addition to his own artistic career, Sergio has been an enthu-
siastic advocate for the work of other artists as a gallery owner, 
curator and art educator.  Sergio’s generosity and knowledge are 
legend.  In all aspects of his artistic career, Sergio is a highly re-
spected and admired member of the art community.”

Beate Axmann  “Sergio is supportive, professional, always connected with 
his heart, very busy, multi-talented and super networker. I became ac-
quainted with Sergio Gomez 2013 during my artist residency at the Zhou 
B Art Center.  Sergio believed in me and gave me opportunity to have a 
solo exhibit in his gallery Art NXT level/33 Contemporary Gallery. This 
opportunity was one of the important moments in my art career. Sergio 
provides exposes artist so they can develop their professional art career. 
Sergio is a big connector, networker and he is influential in the art world.”

Erica Elan Ciganek “Sergio is supportive, engaged, kind, and humble. In 
my short time knowing and working with Sergio, he has been more than 
simply a kind contact in the art world. He cares not only for the work that 
the artists are making, but for the artists well- being, physically, mentally, 
spiritually, and emotionally.  This is a huge need for artists, and such a 
refreshing support system to have.” 

Enrico Magnani  “Sergio is easy to work with, reliable, creative, and 
effective.  Sergio has been one of the key persons who brought me 
and my art in the USA, opening my perspectives on a new world.

Petronilla Hohenwarter “Sergio is open-minded, loyal and very dy-
namic.  Sergio introduced me through his Gallery 33 Contempo-
rary to the Chicago artist Community and vice versa; we both share 
and inspire each other as we collaborate together as artists.  He 
of course influences the art world and is an inspiration for artists. 
Sergio is such an open-minded, supportive, an acknowledged artist 
and mentor, He has foresight for new movements in the art market  
which adds value to artists and the art world. “
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Catharsis by Claudiu
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Why Artists Must Curate
by Luis Martin

New York Correspondent

There is a need for artists in the world, along with scientists and anthropologists, more importantly, what is needed 
is the proper infrastructure to engage and thrive in these roles. Curating is a practice that must be used by artists to 
create the framework for their success now and in the future. By definition, most artists are visionaries, resourceful, 
and resilient.  Artists make dynamic curators because of their inherent understanding of art and artists. When artists 
curate, it is an exercise in engineering on how they want to participate and how they want their community to partic-
ipate in their work. 

When artists curate, they make space for the art they deem valuable. With intention and a little initiative one lone artist 
can trigger an exquisite domino effect. This chain reaction can be the foundation for an echo system. Artists exist and 
work at the center of an organic framework that has all of the necessary components to create said echo system. 
While curating has long been an academic practice, curating can also be a legitimate way for artists to steer their 
careers and generate income within their field. 

Money is a known taboo in artists’ practice, but all bets are off when working and promoting the work of colleagues. 
As a curator myself, I feel more accountable to promote the value of art when it is the work of fellow artists. I can cross 
studio lines and sell from a point of sincerity because I know what it is to make the work and the joy of living with it. 
Curating is the perfect laboratory to set up experiments to prove art can be a sustainable career path. When artist 
curate they use both sides of their brain to become unstoppable culture makers.

The formula can be simple: one artist can initiate a show, centered around a given theme or idea.  She/he reaches 
out to a small group of fellow artists and selects stellar work for the show. She/he chooses a venue: a hallway in 
someone’s house, a cafe, a gallery, or a museum.  Every artist invites ten people to the opening- artists must go out 
of their way to invite non-artists to avoid an insular crowd. One mustn’t just preach to the choir if success is their goal. 
 
This network becomes the community that supports future endeavors. If the shows are delivered consistently and 
are of quality, this formula can be scaled up with practice and time. The formula is only activated when each artist 
infuses their curation with their sensibility and vision. Artists must take the work they promote seriously but not take 
themselves too seriously that it prevents play and exploration. Artists as curators can rally people around what they 
cherish the most and set the perimeters for the experience. The power of the artist is the ability to create something 
where there was nothing. 

Luis Martin  
Brooklyn Brush Studios
Parenthesis Art Space 
LUISMARTINART.com
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 H U M B E R T O  TASTE OF BRAZIL

Brazilian artist creates art with 
Environmental Sustainable Materials
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Humberto Matos Valério Silva
is a passionate, caring Brazilian visual artist who was born in São Paulo.  
Since Humberto was a child he knew he wanted to be an artist drawing and 
letting his art emerge naturally from his life.  As a teenager, he researched 
the visual arts such as architecture, engineering, graphic design, fine arts, 
fashion, etc. Humberto ultimately chose to become a graphic designer 
and completed his undergraduate degree in industrial design from Pau-
lista University of Arts and Post Graduate in Art and Education University 
Cândido Mendes in Brazil. Prior to entering the university, he completed a 
two-year course in technical artistic design.  Humberto believes choosing 
to become a graphic designer gave him more chances for employment  op-
portunities. Humberto is currently employed as a fashion designer/graphic 
designer for a Brazilian company while he pursues his passion as an artist 
in his studio - Studio Arte1.

Humberto’s artistic influences are the street art, in Brazil.  Humberto is 
intrigued by artistic styles of Surrealism, Pop Art, Cubism and the trendy 
street art.   Humberto is particularly fond of Otavio Pandolfo and Gustavo 
Pandolfo: the duo street artists who are identical twin brothers (http://www.
osgemeos.com.br/pt). The Gemeos began their careers by being involved 
in spray-painting graffiti in 1987. Slowly but surely they began to gain large 
recognition in the underground urban scene. As their influence spread 
across the graffiti urban community they began to help define Brazil’s very 
own unique style. Their style evolved around traditional hip-hop style and 
the Brazilian culture. These two minds flow creatively by using all the col-
ors and flavors of their imagination.

Humberto considers his artistic style as contemporary art/street art. His 
artwork combines traditional drawing and painting with materials such as 
magazine clippings, stones, sea shells, or other materials.   In addition, 
Humberto’s style is unique; he has been making art more sustainable by 
using recyclable materials such as milk cartons, old paper, and cardboard.      
 
Humberto’s creative process is natural and organic.  The themes for his 
body of work consist of social, political, racial intolerance, discrimination 
against women, nature, environmental conservation, and sustainability.    
Humberto devotes at least four hours daily in his studio, which is located in 
the backyard of his home.   During the week, he separates the recyclable 
materials such as milk cartons, paper, and cardboard to mount to the can-
vas for sustainable paintings.  In his home, Humberto has a place to put all 
these packages and recyclable materials. The productions of the screens 
are layers of these materials then glue and white paint to the finish.  Then 
Humberto starts to draw and paint his works of art.

Spanish:
Humberto Matos Valério Silva es un artista visual que cuida apasionado, 
brasileño nacido en Sao Paulo. Desde Humberto era un niño sabía que 
quería ser un artista de dibujo y dejar que su arte emerge naturalmente de 
su vida. Como adolescente, investigó las artes visuales tales como la ar-
quitectura, ingeniería, diseño gráfico, bellas artes, la moda, etc. Humberto 
en última instancia, decide convertirse en un diseñador gráfico y completó 
su licenciatura en diseño industrial de la Universidad Paulista de Artes y 
Post Grado en arte y Educación de la Universidad Cândido Mendes en 
Brasil. Antes de entrar en la universidad, completó un curso de dos años 
en el diseño técnico artística. Humberto cree que la elección para conver-
tirse en un diseñador gráfico le dio más oportunidades para que las opor-
tunidades de empleo. Humberto se emplea actualmente como diseñador 
de moda / diseñador gráfico para que una empresa brasileña, mientras 
que él persigue su pasión como artista en su estudio - Estudio Arte1.

Humberto influencias artísticas son el arte de la calle, aquí en Brasil. Hum-
berto está intrigado por los estilos artísticos del surrealismo, el arte pop, 
el cubismo y el arte de la calle de moda. Humberto es especialmente afi-
cionado del dúo de artistas callejeros son hermanos gemelos idénticos 

que nacieron como Octavio y Gustavo Pandolfo Pandolfo (http://www.os-
gemeos.com.br/pt) Los Gemeos comenzaron su carrera al ser implicado 
en el graffiti de pintura de aerosol en 1987. Poco a poco comenzaron a 
ganar reconocimiento grande en la escena urbana subterránea. A medi-
da que su influencia se extendió a través de la comunidad urbana de la 
pintada comenzaron a ayudar a definir muy propio estilo único de Brasil. 
Su estilo evolucionó alrededor de estilo hip-hop tradicional y la cultura bra-
sileña. Estas dos mentes fluyen en una artística mediante el uso de todos 
los colores y sabores de su imaginación.

Humberto considera su estilo artístico como el arte del arte / de la calle 
contemporánea debido a que su obra abarca el dibujo y la pintura tradi-
cional con materiales tales recortes de revistas, piedras, conchas de mar, 
u otros materiales a la obra compuesta. Además estilo de Humberto es 
único, ya que ha estado haciendo el arte más sostenible mediante el uso 
de materiales reciclables como cartones de leche, papel viejo, y cartón.

El proceso creativo de Humberto es natural y orgánica. Los temas para 
el conjunto de su obra consiste en, la intolerancia social, política racial, la 
discriminación contra la mujer, la naturaleza, la conservación del medio 
ambiente y la sostenibilidad. Humberto dedica al menos cuatro horas al 
día en su estudio, que se encuentra en el patio trasero de su casa. Duran-
te la semana, Humberto separa los materiales reciclables como cartón de 
leche, papel, cartón y para montar las pinturas sostenibles de lona. En su 
casa, Humberto tiene un lugar para poner todos estos paquetes y mate-
riales reciclables. Las producciones de las pantallas son capas de estos 
materiales a continuación, pegamento y pintura blanca para el acabado. 
A continuación, Humberto empieza a dibujar y pintar sus obras de arte.

As a person of color what has been your experience in the art world? 
What are your challenges or barriers being a person of color? How 
have you overcome those barriers?  How has being a person of color 
worked to your advantage?
“Discrimination exists globally, but I know I’m bigger than this. I love my 
color; here in Brazil, the discrimination is cloaked, because people say 
they are not racist but are rather. Yes, there is discrimination.  However, 
I choose to respond to discrimination by accomplishing my goals such as 
completing my bachelor’s and master’s degree, becoming knowledgeable 
in my field of study, passionately pursuing my art career, and actively en-
gaged with politics/social injustice. I believe we are all equal as human 
beings in the world.”   
           
“My biggest challenge as a visual artist in Brazil is Brazilian art lovers don’t 
have equal access to art and everyone appreciates art.   Brazilian artists 
are not valued as much as I would like them to be.  Available space to 
exhibit and sell the works of art are extremely expensive.  Most of the exhi-
bitions I attend the artist have paid to participate in the show.”     

Humberto has been working to increase visibility for his experimental 
art studio, Studio Arte1.  Humberto has created a sustainable art project 
Trash Becomes Art.  Humberto’s idea came from a need to express him-
self through painting, with more concern to give a destination to recyclable 
garbage produced daily. So, he decided to create his own paintings from 
recyclable materials such as packaging, milk carton, cardboard, used pa-
per, newspapers, etc. and developed a mixed technique for painting his 
works with gouache, collage reusing magazines, and newspapers, stones, 
and shells.

Spanish:
Como una persona de color lo que ha sido su experiencia en el mundo del 
arte? Sus retos o barreras siendo una persona de color? Si es así, ¿cómo 
has superar esas barreras? ¿Cómo ha de ser una persona de color traba-
jado a su ventaja?

Otavio Pandolfo, Humberto and Gustavo Pandolfo 
The duo street artists are identical twin brothers (http://www.osgemeos.com.br/pt) 
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Humberto afirma “La discriminación existe en el mundo, pero sé que soy más grande que 
esto. Me encanta mi color; aquí en Brasil, la discriminación está envuelta, porque la gente 
dice que no son racistas, pero son más bien. Sí, hay una discriminación. Sin embargo, 
decido responder a la discriminación mediante la realización de mis metas como maestro 
de completar mi licenciatura y de grado, llegando a ser informado en mi campo de estudio, 
persiguiendo con pasión mi carrera artística, y participan activamente en la política injusticia 
/ social. Creo que todos somos iguales como seres humanos en el mundo “.

“Humberto dice” Mi mayor reto como artista visual en Brasil es los amantes del arte bra-
sileños no tienen el mismo acceso al arte y todo el mundo aprecia el arte. artistas brasileños 
no se valoran tanto como me gustaría que fueran. El espacio disponible para exhibir y vend-
er las obras de arte son extremadamente caros. La mayoría de las exposiciones a las que 
asisto al artista han pagado para participar en el espectáculo “.

Humberto ha estado trabajando para aumentar la visibilidad de su estudio de arte experi-
mental, Estudio Arte1. Humberto ha creado un proyecto de arte papelera sostenible se con-
vierte en arte. El ideal de Humberto provenía de una necesidad de expresarse a través de la 
pintura, con más interés de dar un destino a la basura reciclable producida diariamente. Por 
lo tanto, se decidió crear sus propias pinturas a partir de materiales reciclables tales como 
envases, cartón de leche, cartón, papel usado, periódicos, etc., y desarrolló una técnica 
mixta para pintar sus obras con Aguada, revistas collage reutilizar y periódicos, piedras, 
conchas.

Reflecting on the global arts/cultural arena, are people of color making an impact, 
struggling for recognition within the art world, or a combination of both?  What’s your 
perception? 
“In Brazil people of color have gained plenty of ground through street art because the street 
is a democratic space where many artists have expressed themselves through graffiti art.”  
However, his idea is to expand and disseminate Brazilian art across all media platforms, 
museums, galleries, schools, artistic and cultural spaces.  

“In Brazil we fight for the Brazilian government to invest more in arts and culture.”  In spite of 
this Humberto feels very strongly about networking with artists from around the world in vari-
ous genres dance, music, singing, painting, drawing, etc. Humberto has had a great cultural 
exchange opportunity with a school in Cape Town, South Africa where he studied English 
and networked with artists about their interesting body of works.” 

Spanish:
Al reflexionar sobre el arte / área de la cultura mundial, son personas de color haciendo un 
impacto, luchando por el reconocimiento en el mundo del arte, o una combinación de am-
bos? ¿Cuál es su percepción?

Humberto cree que en Brasil la gente de color han ganado un montón de tierra a través 
del arte de la calle, porque la calle es un espacio democrático donde muchos artistas han 
expresado a través del arte de la pintada. Sin embargo, su idea es ampliar y difundir el arte 
brasileño a través de todos los medios de comunicación la plataforma, museos, galerías, 
escuelas, espacios artísticos y culturales.

acciones Humberto “En Brasil lucha por el gobierno brasileño a invertir más en las artes y la 
cultura. A pesar de esto, Humberto se siente muy fuertemente sobre redes con artistas de 
todo el mundo en diversos géneros de danza, música, canto, pintura, dibujo, etc. Humberto 
ha tenido una gran oportunidad de intercambio cultural con una escuela en Ciudad del Cabo, 
Sudáfrica, donde estudió Inglés y en red con los artistas sobre su interesante conjunto de 
obras.

For Humberto’s exciting upcoming projects, he intends to continue marketing his work 
through his social networks and his website to increase visibility. He will also exhibit his work 
in several art contests and art fairs.

Visit Humberto’s web site at http://www.studioarte1.com.br

Watch Humberto’s video: https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=bXKRfwwg89s

(left & right) artwork by Humberto
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Spanish:
Para emocionantes próximos proyectos de Humberto, tiene la intención de continuar la comercialización de su trabajo a través de mis redes 
sociales y su sitio web para aumentar la visibilidad y que va a exponer su obra en varios concursos de arte y ferias de arte.

Visita el sitio web de Humberto en http://www.studioarte1.com.br
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Back in 2014 in the central jungle of  Peru, a Peruvian artist 
brought to life a dream he had been pursuing since he 
completed a life changing experience as an artist in residence in 
Koh Yao Noi Island in Thailand, and became a Peace Art Agent. 

During the residency, he became profoundly aware 
of  his surroundings, and encouraged by meditation, 
he noticed - as if  it was for the first time - the natural 
environment in which he was submerged and how 
much impact it had in his creative process as an artist.

As usually happens at the end of  great journeys, the experience 
in Thailand triggered many questions that eventually turned into 
ideas, which after hard work, finally materialized in Machaqmara.  

Machaqmara means the rebirth and renewal of  all 
energies that allow the balance between mankind and 
nature in Aymara (a native language still used in the South 
American highlands). This word filled with emotion and 
significance seemed to perfectly sum up that experience in 
Thailand, and what he now intended to recreate in Peru. 

The goal was to launch the first program of  artists in residency 
in Peru under the mission of  connecting and exchanging 
contemporary art with traditional artistic expressions of  
native communities with a specific and critical awareness of  
public space, environmental consciousness and citizenship. 

After the very successful two editions, watching how local and 
international artists go beyond their practice to undertake 
that same personal growth that once inspired this project 
has been overwhelming. For both the residence artists and 
the native community, Machaqmara has quickly become a 
way to connect: with each other, with nature, with themselves.

Machaqmara Center for the Arts (MCA) is now a solid and 
recognized Peruvian cultural organization committed to 
inspiring creative citizens, promoting innovation in the 
development of  useful public space, and its revitalization 
through artistic and educational projects. It aims to share 
and facilitate the access to new platforms that allow the 
improvement and exchange of  information, media, tools, 
discussion, experiences or ideas amongst different cultures. 

MCA’s Artist in Residence (A.I.R.) program gathers ten 
artists, either emerging, in progress or already consolidated, 
from all over the world and from different artistic disciplines 
for a self-developmental program to live together for two 
weeks in the middle of  the breathtaking Peruvian central 
jungle to engage in a process that surrounds them in nature 
and immerses them in native communities and traditions 
throughout the national territory and its inspiring landscapes.

The objective is to promote cultural exchange as well 
as to generate research projects for conservation and 
recovery of  the artistic traditions of  native communities 
in the Peruvian jungle and express it within public spaces.

During the stay, the artist in residence will attend workshops like 
“Dying Fabrics & Old Techniques Applied to Painting” or “Native 
Mask Wood Carving” as well as optional (but encouraged) 
yoga-meditation sessions which result in an artistic production 
inspired by authentic and unique techniques and experiences 
interacting with nature, community residents and other artists.

If  you are an artist who likes to test the boundaries of  your own 
production, take risks and experiment while exploring new ways of  
working outside the studio, the third edition of  the Machaqmara’s 
Artist in Residence Program will take place in Peru during the 
second half  of  2016. The open call will be launched soon!

For more information on any of  our activities please 
don’t hesitate to write to info@machaqmara.org, join 
our Facebook fan page Machaqmara Center for the 
Arts or sign up on our website www.machaqmara.org

 www.machaqmara.org  /machaqmaracenterforthearts /machaqmara.org  @MCAsanramon  /MCAsanramon

(00) (+51) 988 47 8040 - info@machaqmara.org

 www.machaqmara.org

III   ARTIST   IN   RESIDENCE   PROGRAM  -  PERUVIAN    AMAZON

OPEN CALL
FALL 2016
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Exotic Flight by Jaime Foster
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ART CIRCLES

Samantha Haring and Adrian Cox Two-person exhibition: Art NXT Level/33 Contemporary | 1029 W 35th Street, 4th Floor | Chicago, Illinois 60609 June 17th - August 29th  http://www.33contemporary.com

A Close up view of the Horror Vacui Exhibit Opening. Paintings by Samantha Haring and Adrian Cox
*exhibition photographs by Sergio Gomez 

Horror Vacui by Samantha Haring And Adrian Cox
The term horror vacui literally means “fear of empty space.” This two-person exhibition juxtaposes the sublime and the grotesque in order to speak to contemporary global issues. The world is full of distractions; with smart phones in our pockets and the Internet at our fingertips, it is almost impossible to tune out the 
noise and find true quietude. Both artists show the effects of this relentless distraction: Cox through dense, layered imagery and richly detailed creatures, and Haring through the inevitable gathering of detritus and dust in the studio.  Cox’s paintings situate the grotesque within the beautiful, creating a complex narrative 
of seemingly incongruous juxtapositions. His jewel-like colors and painterly application reward looking; yet his flayed and deformed figures speak to the darker side of human nature and earthly reality. Haring’s paintings, on the other hand, strip away the noise and distractions of the world to rediscover universal truths 
in the mundane. Her empty studio spaces and quiet tones reflect both a meditative simplicity as well as the overwhelming burden of isolation. Together, the two bodies of work speak to the same experience of vulnerability through opposing lenses. Both show a clear commitment to contemporary painting, perception, 
and storytelling. Haring’s work embraces the clarity and minimalism of empty space, while Cox’s work uses horror vacui aesthetics to revel in the chaos of the world. Seen together, the works raise questions about mortality, accumulation, and the inevitable ravages of time. The sublime and the grotesque are two sides 
of the same coin: in both exist great beauty and great loss, simultaneously. Balancing the two is an ever-present, complex, and universal struggle.
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A Two-person exhibition: Horror Vacui paintings by Samantha Haring and Adrian Cox
Art NXT Level/33 Contemporary | 1029 W 35th Street, 4th Floor | Chicago, Illinois 60609

June 17th – July 29th 2016
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A Two-person exhibition: Horror Vacui paintings by Samantha Haring and Adrian Cox
Art NXT Level/33 Contemporary | 1029 W 35th Street, 4th Floor | Chicago, Illinois 60609

June 17th – July 29th 2016
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A Two-person exhibition: Horror Vacui paintings by Samantha Haring and Adrian Cox
Art NXT Level/33 Contemporary | 1029 W 35th Street, 4th Floor | Chicago, Illinois 60609

June 17th – July 29th 2016
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A Two-person exhibition: Horror Vacui paintings by Samantha Haring and Adrian Cox
Art NXT Level/33 Contemporary | 1029 W 35th Street, 4th Floor | Chicago, Illinois 60609

June 17th – July 29th 2016
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A Two-person exhibition: Horror Vacui paintings by Samantha Haring and Adrian Cox
Art NXT Level/33 Contemporary | 1029 W 35th Street, 4th Floor | Chicago, Illinois 60609

June 17th – July 29th 2016
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Two Amazingly Talented Ballerinas: 
Fenix Gaviria & Alexandra Gaviria

Fenix 
Alexandra
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Alexandra Gaviria is twelve years old and Fenix Gaviria is nine years 
old. Both were born in Chicago to Mexican/Colombian parents.  The 
girls’ lovely mother Martha Patricia was born in Mexico and moved to 
Chicago at the age of fourteen. Martha is a fitness professional, working 
for the last fifteen (15) years as a personal trainer and group fitness 
instructor. 

The young ladies attend Chicago Virtual Charter School (homeschool 
program through Chicago Public Schools) Alexandra just completed the 
sixth grade while Fenix completed the fourth grade. Fenix started ballet 
first around the age of six (6) at a local studio; before that, both of the 
girls had been doing hip hop.  With Alexandra’s involvement in gymnas-
tics she started ballet shortly after. 

Alexandra loves dance, music (she plays the piano) and drawing. She 
enjoys riding her bike and going to the park with her sister as well as get-
ting together with her cousins. She is an avid reader – she just finished 
Michaela De Prince’s autobiography (an inspiring true ballerina tale). At 
this point in life, ballet and classical music consume her every thought.

Fenix is a bit of a dare devil and looks forward to learning new gym-
nastics.  Fenix loves to skateboard and dive. Her most recent interests 
are volleyball and softball. She enjoys reading Arthur and Buster books 
(from PBS kids show) and likes to hang out with friends. 
 
In 2013 Fenix and Alexandra were both part of the Moscow Ballet Great 
Russian Nutcracker children’s cast (Fenix was a snow maiden and Al-
exandra was a boy in the party scene and Harlequin).  The ballet took 
place in the Rosemont Theater to an audience of over 2,500.  Perform-
ing and seeing professional ballerinas, the set, and music all heightened 
their interest in ballet. They have subsequently done both the 2014 and 
2015 Moscow Ballet Nutcracker, dancing different roles in the children’s 
cast as French and Russian variations. 

Fenix and Alexandra have studied hip hop, jazz, tap and contemporary 
on and off. However, the girls’ current focus is ballet, contemporary and 
flamenco.

Fenix and Alexandra are both part of Youth Company Ensemble Es-
pañola Dance Theater (in residence at Northeastern Illinois University) 
through a full scholarship. Alexandra joined in 2014 and Fenix in 2016. 
Ensemble Española is an educational dance training program where 
they learn the history, music and dance for the three (3) Spanish dance 
styles (Folklore, Classical and Flamenco). They also have selected per-
formance opportunities with their full professional company during the 
Tales of Spain, holiday concert and Spanish festival week.

Fenix and Alexandra take ballet training at the Joffrey Academy of Chi-
cago. Alexandra was recently promoted to their pre-professional pro-
gram level 3. The Joffrey Academy offers them wonderful yet rigorous 
classical ballet training. The girls attend six (6) hours of ballet per week 
although Alexandra’s will increase in the fall to ten (10) hours weekly. 
They also dance other formats four (4) hours per week. Shows require 
rehearsals, and those can be an extra two to three (2- 3) hours per week 
leading to opening night. 

The Joffrey Academy offers the girls performance opportunities as well. 
Both girls participated in 2015 Robert Joffrey’s Nutcracker theater as 
soldiers. Fenix was also part of the 2016 Cinderella as a spring page; 
both productions were at the Auditorium Theater.  Also, Fenix and Alex-
andra have had dance performance opportunities through city festivals 
with their first dance studio, Southport Performing Arts. 

Fenix and Alexandra both have received a full scholarship with Ensem-
ble Española Dance Theater. Alexandra was nominated by the Joffrey 
Academy for the Future Artist Dance Scholarship.  Martha and the girls 
are waiting to receive notice on whether Fenix and Alexandra will be 
recipients.  
Prior to dance, both girls were competitive USAG power tumbling and 
Alexandra placed 6th and Fenix placed 4th at 2014 Nationals. 

Fenix and Alexandra both enjoy performing for an audience, especially 
a large audience, and because of their training nerves are short and 
few. They love performing for different reasons. Alexandra likes to dance 
because she can tell a story without talking; she loves performing with 
live music. Fenix’s favorite part of performing is the costumes and the 
thrills backstage. They both like to see how a show gets put together 
from beginning to end and watching the professionals do great moves 
and/or make mistakes too.

This past March, for the first time both girls did a classical and contem-
porary solo for the Youth American Grand Prix. It was a lot of work to 
prepare but it gave the girls an idea of the level of skill and commitment 
expected of serious young dancers. Alexandra performed Blue Bird vari-
ation form Sleeping Beauty and Fenix did Le Fille Mal Gardee. Both 
classical ballet pieces are less than two (2) minutes each. 

Martha, tell us what their dreams are being ballerinas. Tells us the 
girls’ impression of the ballet world; and is it an extremely compet-
itive world?  
“Alexandra for sure speaks of pursuing a professional dance career (al-
though piano is just as important to her); Fenix is still exploring and is 
not as committed. Work ethic expectation is quite high, especially when 
part of a company or pre-professional program. Their teachers expect 
them to go above and beyond at each practice and rehearsal. At their 
current level, technique is the most important and at times can be te-
dious to get through classes. But being chosen for a show, learning new 
choreography, and dancing next to their dance idols, makes it worth it.  
Fenix enjoys contemporary and lyrical because of the freedom and fun.”

During the summer the girls will continue to attend dance classes in or-
der to maintain their technique and prepare for any upcoming auditions. 
They will be doing fall with Ensemble Español and would like to do the 
2017 Youth American Grand Prix. They are always ready to dance. 

The ACS Team would like to applaud Martha Patricia for her outstand-
ing commitment of ensuring Fenix and Alexandra can excel in the arts 
and are exposed to rich culture. And Bravo to the two young ballerinas, 
Fenix and Alexandra!

(From the left) Fenix, Martha and Alexandra 
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WATCH VIDEOS OF FENIX AND ALEXANDRA PERFORMANCE

  La Fille Mal Gardee at 2016 Youth American Grand Prix Pre-Competitive

https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=ZAJFB3vbIX8

Fenix (9yrs old) performing a classical variation in the pre-competitive division. 
First time competing in the YAGP, lots of work but great experience. 

Music: La Fille Mal Gardee: Act II: Women’s variation
Composer: Peter Ludwig Hertel

Coaches: Victoria Vargas & Vanessa Valencillos

Contemporary “BEYOND” at 2016 YAGP Indianapolis Pre-competitive division 9 yrs old

https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=Xw80oRGji6Y

Contemporary “BEYOND” at 2016 YAGP Indianapolis Pre-competitive division 9 yrs old
Fenix contemporary piece at the 2016 YAGP Indianapolis semifinal

“BEYOND” choreography by Maray Gutierrez 

Contemporary “BEYOND” at 2016 YAGP Indianapolis Pre-competitive division 9 yrs old

https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=5oWmNlOI4Kg

Contemporary “BEYOND” at 2016 YAGP Indianapolis Pre-competitive division 9 yrs old
Contemporary Solo danced at YAGP 2016 Semifinals Indianapolis

Choreographer: Maray Gutierrez

Fenix 
Alexandra
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Alexandra

Fenix

Fenix

Alexandra and Fenix in Ballet Class
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Fenix

Alexandra
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(right) Redemption by Sergio Gomez

(left) Life by Sergio Gomez
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“Sergio is a “New Renaissance Traveler” 
He impacts and influences. Sergio walks 
the walk and follows a universal rhythm 
that continually creates a passionate 
world that fosters artistic expression”
 
Janice F. Meister
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SERGIO GOMEZ
THE MODERN RENAISSANCE MAN

"I believe a good mentor points you in 
the right direction but you have to make 
the decisions, mistakes and gains in or-
der to learn from your own efforts."
 

Photograph by Mike White
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IN THE BEGINNING 
Sergio Gomez was born in the city of Puebla, which is about a two-hour drive from Mexico City. 
A few years after Sergio was born, his family moved back to Mexico City were his parents raised 
an older brother and him. Mexico City was an incredible place for Sergio with so much culture 
all around him. 

Sergio reflects back “Despite being surrounded by culture and museums, I never met a living 
artist while I lived there. All I knew about was the famous Mexican artists we studied at school 
such as Tamayo, Rivera, Ziqueiros, Khalo and others. I had no idea I could have a career in art. 
I always say that my art career started in church because my dad was a church minister and we 
would be in church activities often each week.” To keep Sergio entertained, his mother would 
give him a pen and note cards. Sergio would make these small drawings and then give them to 
his aunts who loved to collect them. At school, Sergio would volunteer to make the posters for 
holiday festivities yet an art career never entered his mind. When asked, Sergio always replies 
he wanted to be an architect because he loved drawing buildings and structures.

In 1988, Sergio’s parents moved the family to a Chicago suburb. There, Sergio started as a 
sophomore in high school and joined the art club. Since English was a new language for Sergio, 
he used art to connect with his peers. A high school teacher recognized Sergio’s art interest and 
artistic talents. Mr. Larson was played a significant role in directing Sergio to college and for the 
first time to think about an art career. That eventually led Sergio to join Joliet Junior College, The 
School of the Art Institute of Chicago, Governors State University and finally Northern Illinois 
University were Sergio received his Master of Fine Arts.

Watch Sergio Gomez Artist Talk at https://youtu.be/429MCCl1Les

Photograph by Mike White
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Sergio the Visual Artists
While Sergio was in Joliet Junior College, he discovered that he was really attracted to computers and 
graphic design. Sergio started working in the Media department at the college and learned to layout pages 
and basic computer graphics.  From that point Sergio decided he wanted to pursue graphic design as much 
as painting and drawing. Throughout college Sergio struggled to decide which direction to pursue so he 
decided to go after both interest. Sergio shares “I had the fortune to always find work as a graphic designer 
as I did my studies. The employment opportunity gave him a wealth of experience and confidence in the 
field of graphic design.” At the end of Sergio’s MFA studies he focus was painting and drawing. 

At the beginning Sergio was inspired by his bi-cultural background as a Mexican-American. His earliest 
paintings explored themes of identity and immigration as he tried to come to terms with his own identify. 
This is a common theme among first generation immigrant artists. Once Sergio settled in his head who he 
was, he realized he needed a broader language. For the last fourteen years, Sergio has focused on explor-

ing the natural cycle of life from birth to death and the spiritual awareness through out life’s journey. Ser-
gio records and documents the passage of time which he started by documenting his children’s physical 
growth. However the works are not literal depictions of the people he paints. Instead, they are abstracted 
and simplified to become universal symbols of our existence and common experiences.

Tell us the person(s) you believe were significant to mentoring and/or providing guidance and
advice to your art career. 
“I have had wonderful mentors over the years. In high school Mr Larson was the reason I pursued an art 
education. My college professors who invested in me and helped me grow include Joe Miloseivch (JJC), 
Susan Kraut (SAIC), Joyce Morishita, Mary Bookwalter, (GSU), Yale Factor and Frank Trankinia (NIU) to 
mention a few.”

At this stage in your career do you still have mentors and advisors you seek advice from? 
“Over the years I have pursued mentors in all areas of life. It is one of my personal priorities to have 
mentors in business, personal and spiritual life. I believe in learning from the experience of others.”

Watch the video of Sergio drawing live https://youtu.be/rfCV3DNXVJg
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Sergio Gomez Studio
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Sergio Gomez Solo Exhibition at 
The Land In Between - Customs House Museum Nashville
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Sergio Gomez Solo Exhibition at 
Transitional Dwellings - Calvin College
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Sergio Gomez Solo Exhibition at 
Open Doors - NAtional Museum of MExican Art
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Sergio Gomez Solo Exhibition at 
Memories - White Ripple Gallery
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Sergio Gomez Solo Exhibition at 
Border Crossings - Interseccion Gallery, Mexico
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Sergio Gomez Solo Exhibition at 
41 Winters - 33 Contemporary
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33 Contemporary Gallery 
Since college, Sergio always wanted to open his own art gallery. When Sergio was finishing his MFA and moved to the Zhou B Art Center, Sergio invited his closest artists friends to join him in opening a new space for them 
to show and work. Sergio shares “Carla Carr, Javier Chavira, Kimberly Haron and I opened the space in 2004 called 33 Collective Gallery. We choose the name because we were 33 years old.”

Over the years, the gallery has gone through many changes and re-inventions.  Eventually Sergio’s my wife (Dr. Yanina Gomez) and he became sole proprietors. That’s when the name became known as 33 Contemporary 
Gallery. Last year, the Gomez team rebranded the space as Art NXT Level Projects and they also changed the way they operate. The Gomez team now mostly show projects chosen by the many submissions that are received.

“Tons! Having a behind the scenes expertise into what it takes to run a gallery is a big plus in understanding how to approach the art market as an artist. Not only it gives you insight but also helps you manage your career 
with the mindset of the gallery system. At the end of the day, a gallery has to fulfill its mission and that is what is very difficult to do. There are so many amazing and talented artists in the world but not enough art galleries to 
do justice to the wealth of talent out there. It is hard to make selections and to say “yes” to some projects and “no” to others but its part of the job. In that sense I have learned not to take it personal when my work as an artist 
is not selected for a show or a proposal not approved. It’s part of the process. Take it for what it is and move on.”

 33 Contemporary Gallery 2014
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 33 Collective  33 Collective Founders

 33 Contemporary
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Sergio
as Curator &

Director of Exhibitions 
for Zhou B Art Center

When Sergio moved to the Zhou B Art Center, 
there was only columns and lots if empty space. 
The Zhou Brothers had just started renovating 
the building. His first five years there Sergio 
spent building his gallery, his studio and orga-
nizing the Zhou B Art Center 3rd Fridays. Even-
tually that changed after Sergio curated the 
first National Wet Paint MFA Biennial in 2010. 
Thereafter, Sergio started curating exhibits reg-
ularly until becoming Director of Exhibitions for 
the Zhou B Art Center. The roll has significantly 
impacted his career in many ways. Managing 
over 10,000 square feet of space on a monthly 
basis is a big challenge but it has giving Ser-
gio an advantage point on learning to deal with 
space, installations, artists and the general pub-
lic on a large scale. Sergio says “It has been 
wonderful to say the least.”

 33 Collective
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Did you have a mentor to assist you in developing your curatorial exper-
tise or did you learn on the job?  Or both?
“I have always have had mentors that I look up to but the nuts and bolts are 
learned by doing. I believe a good mentor points you in the right direction but 
you have to make the decisions, mistakes and gains in order to learn from 
your own efforts. When I visit museums or galleries and when I travel, I am 
always looking at how curators work their projects. I find it fascinating.”

"My strength, I believe, is the network of people 
I have built over the years. Building relational 
capital has been my priority in the last couple 
years.” 

Photograph by Mike White

Flight to Paradise by Sergio Gomez
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“Sergio is a dreamer, dedicated, visionary and charismatic. "Sergio 
Gomez has played an important role in the development of the Zhou 
B Art Center. The Center started from nothing, bare bones to one of 
the most important art institutions and Sergio was instrumental in this 
development. He came in with a belief and the vision of what the Zhou 
B Art Center could and would be. He is the Director of exhibitions at 
the Zhou B Art Center and has curated hundreds of important shows, 
among them is the National Wet Paint MFA show and the Self Portrait 
show. He is a dedicated artist and sets an inspirational example for 
many young, aspiring and established artists through cultivation of 
his dedication, passion and love for art."

Zhou Brothers

 Sergio Gomez with Zhou Brothers at the 10th Anniversary Celebration of the Zhou B Art Center
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Centerline 2016
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Freak Out - co-curated with Didi Menendez
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I AM AMerican
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Mandy Cano Villalobos at 33 Contemporary
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NAtional Wet Paint MFA Biennial 2016
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Seductive MAterial
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Sergio Curating International Exhibits
When, where and how did you start curating internationally?
“The first international curatorial opportunity came in 2012. It was an exhibition called Art/Energy/Future to commemorate the International Year of Sustainable Energy at the Regional Museum of Natural Science in the heart 
of Turin, Italy. It was the first time I had to think about the logistics of shipping around 50 works overseas by ocean. The exhibition was a success and others have followed in Mexico, Vienna and back to Italy twice.”

Tell us about curatorial experiences at Art Basel Miami.
“It has been a great experience going to Art Basel Miami for the last few years. First, I went to see what it was all about and to get a feel for the many fairs that come to Miami. Then I curated exhibits for my gallery (33 Con-
temporary) for two years in a row. The last couple years I have returned to write features, do talks and simply network. This year, I am co-curating a show with Didi Menendez at Sirona Fine Arts Gallery in Miami during Art 
Basel Week. The show is titled Chevere. Didi and I are very excited about the artists we have lined up for the show.”

Cultural Symbiosis, MexicoArt Energy Future, Italy
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Sergio 
College Instructor 

Tells us about your journey as a college instruc-
tor? Does your career as a college instructor 
influence and inspire you as an artist? 

“I loved educating and inspiring artists at various lev-
els of their career. When I walk into a classroom I 
remember when I was at that point in my career and I 
needed inspiration. I remember those who came be-
fore me and taught me to work hard. I aim to do the 
same when I teach. Motivation and drive needs to be 
foster in the classroom. Mediocrity is just about ev-
erywhere including the art world. I love the dynamics 
of the classroom; I also get a lot of energy that even-
tually affects my own art practice. Every small com-
munity is an inspiration for me to do the work I do. At 
the same time, teaching is very time consuming so I 
have learned to manage my time in order to take care 
of my studio practice, teaching, gallery, curatorial and 
other things I have to do.”

(left photo)
Sergio shares "Here is a picture of my amazing crew 
of talented High School kids at Bloom Trail High. They 
did most of the work. It is based on empowerment us-
ing their own ideas and sketches. We knock it down 
in five hours live in the school hallway. Special thanks 
to Tiffany Insalaco and Alexis Renehan Gowan for 
inviting me over!!! 

Watch the video at https://youtu.be/FauW3oIsu4s
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Sergio Creative Entrepreneur

"My best advice for anyone out there involved 
in contemporary art and culture is embrace 
change, get up and help build the future.”
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Since every artist isn’t a business person where does all this creative 
entrepreneurial curiosity stem from? Did you know in the beginning of 
your career that you would be such an entrepreneur?
“I have no clue where I got the entrepreneurial bug. Haha! I don’t remember 
ever thinking about being an entrepreneur. I guess I just walked into it first 
without realizing it. Then, it was very much a conscious choice and an under-
standing of what that means. We live in a commercial world and we need to 
understand how to be active in that exchange.”

Tells us about your path toward creating your Art NXT Level venture.  
Explain what it is.
The Art NXT Level combines professional development resources, a sup-
portive community of driven artists who are determined to succeed in their 
art career and a platform to share with peers your professional struggles, 
gains and experiences. The Gomez team provides practical, professional 
and strategic advice to professional artists. Since both Yanina and Sergio 
have a passion for thriving communities, they decided to joined forces last 
January to start the Art NXT Level program. Yanina’s expertise as a doctor 
in Psychology and Sergio’s expertise as artist/curator/entrepreneur combine 
to create a unique approach for helping artists succeed. The Gomez team 
both believe in transforming the individual holistically from the inside out. We 
also have a weekly podcast called the Art NXT Level Podcast where they 
interview artists, curators, and other professionals. Their main and newest 
program is an online based membership community where the Gomez team 
works with artists via the web-based platform and provide resources, advice, 
accountability and a community of like-minded individuals.  Sergio shares  
“Yanina and I are very excited to have artists from Chicago, NYC, Germany, 
Canary Islands, Canada and more. From the surface, every artists wants to 
succeed. However, not everyone wants to do the work necessary to succeed 
and make it to their next level. We love to help artists get there by providing 
the tools, the strategy and the wellness component to be optimistic and chal-
lenged. Everyone in the community has different and unique goals. That is 
the way it should be. A cookie-cutter approach is not what we do.”

Tells us about your path toward creating you’re the Amplified Art Net-
work. 
“AmplifiedArtNetwork.com was born as an idea to connect like-minded art 
professionals from around the world that want to see their projects flourish 
and who also want to connect with other professionals involved in the art 
world. I believe in connecting people together with a similar purpose in mind. 
This web-based project allows us to share our projects, news and informa-
tion while we share and amplified the projects of others. The idea is also to 
see collaboration taking place out of the network.” 

Name three visual artists that you admired and assisted in shaping 
your career.
“There are so many artists I have admired along the way. Lets see…  Work-
ing along side the Zhou Brothers has been wonderful. To see their career 
take off to the level of international recognition has had an impact in my own 
career as well. The level of commitment to their vision is inspiring. My former 
professor Joyce Morishita has been an amazing supporter of my career. 
Now also becoming a close friend to the family. She really helped me get on 
track and have a balanced career. Lastly is not a single person but the many 

artists I have worked with in the last fifteen years. I have learned so many things from so 
many different people at different stages in my career. Being part of an art community and 
participating in it has allowed me to grow exponentially.

With all the different hats you wear at this stage of your career what are challenges 
moving forward (if any) and your strengths as you move toward s new frontiers?
“There are always challenges when you are trying to move forward. However, these chal-
lenges are excited to face because they force you to strategize and adapt. Being able 
to manage it all is a big challenge right now. What used to be simple now becomes a lot 
more time consuming. When I was only planning local shows was easier than now plan-
ning international shows and dealing with customs, imports and all that stuff I did not know 
before. The challenge is to eventually let go of some of the things that are not essential or 
important for me at this stage of my career to focus on the things I really want to grow.  My 
strength, I believe, is the network of people I have built over the years. Building relational 
capital has been my priority in the last couple years.”

In this rapidly changing landscape of the art world, how do you see the art world 
evolving? What is your best advice for emerging to professional artists, curators, 
gallerist and art administrations?
“I see the art world changing as it always has. In my lifetime, I have seen strong galleries 
become weak and vice versa. I have seen the establishment hold on tight to the last things 
they have control of. I have seen contemporary art have its day at the auction house. I have 
seen social media take over our lives and provide same access to artists and collectors 
alike. I have seen the rise of the artist entrepreneur and the enormous growth of the art fair 
market. I have seen the monopoly of the big museums and much more. That is old news 
now. What really makes me excited is that I have seen young artists, collectors, entrepre-
neurs, gallerists, curators and other cultural workers come in with new and innovative ideas 
that challenge the establishment. I see a new wave of movement, sharing of resources, 
and alliances taking place at the grass root level outside of the main institutions. I see the 
rise of open collaborations and relational capital. That is what I am excited about!  My best 
advice for anyone out there involved in contemporary art and culture is embrace change, 
get up and help build the future.”

Art NXT Level  |  www.theartistnextlevel.com

33 Contemporary Gallery  |  www.33contemporary.com

Zhou B Art Center  |  www.zhoubartcenter.com

Sergio Gomez Studio  |  www.sergiogomezonline.com

Blog  |  sergiogomezart.wordpress.com

Download Sergio's Press Kit

The Gomez Team:
Sergio and Dr. Yanina Gomez
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Sergio Embraces the Future!
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Miami Spectrum Art Fair
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IMG by Sergio GomezPriest by Sergio Gomez
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STREET TALK:  Who is this Sergio Gomez? (continued)

Sergio is tireless crazy (in a healthy way?), 
family-man and a-man-of-his-word.  I admire 
Sergio’s endless energy and his ability to 
balance family and work life. His focus on 
career does not compromise his care and 
consideration for others. When I’m in the 
studio late and start getting tired, I think, 
“Sergio Gomez doesn’t sleep, neither will 
I!” When I get impatient with my children, I 
think, “Sergio Gomez never loses patience, 
neither will I!” No, I’m not Sergio Gomez, 
but I can fake it ‘til I make it…”

Mandy Cano Villalobos
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JAIME FOSTER
photograph of Jaime by Michael Foster

Multidisciplinary Visual Artist
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Jaime Foster has a wonderful inviting spirit with a brilliant mind that will engage your soul before you even realize the depth of this dynamic 
women’s talent.  This humble woman is a multitalented visual artist who is a self-taught painter and photographer.  Jaime discovered her creativity in her 
early childhood.  As a child, Jaime sat for extended lengths of time at the kitchen table, sometimes from morning to night, expressing herself artistically 
by drawing and/or making creative forms with paper.  Around the age of seven (7), she was given her first art easel.  Jaime proceeded to write a note 
to her brother saying “I can no longer take care of the family dog and it’s now your responsibility because I need to focus on my art. Ha!”

Jaime resides in the western suburbs of Chicago and feels blessed to live on the property of one of her art collectors, who is now a dear friend.  Jaime 
enjoys a spacious studio in which to paint while being surrounded by nature. Jaime shares, “it is easy for me to be inspired working from my home 
studio.” 

Jaime shares, “in the summer of 2000, my friends and I created our own avant-garde camera club. We would hit all the nearby abandoned farms and 
houses, photographing anything that would catch our eye. I was fascinated with how quickly nature would reclaim abandoned properties. It’s nearly 
impossible to quickly recreate all of those emotional textures that nature creates slowly over time. I would also use abandoned antique doors and paint 
on those which caught the eye of a cable television program.”

“After shooting non-stop for months and building up my portfolio, I began working for several area newspapers. I loved it, running around between sev-
eral different events and spontaneously capturing moments. You learn to be brilliant and quick because the job demands it of you. Capturing candids 
unobtrusively became second nature and before I knew it, I was getting booked to photograph weddings and portraits. However, one can only photo-
graph so many crying babies and brides/grooms before starting to burn out! That is when I picked up the brush again and began painting.”

Reflecting back to a year and a half ago, Jaime made the decision to focus full time on her passion for painting. From that moment Jaime has devoted 
an enormous amount of time in her studio creating.  Jaime shares “I can’t tell you how many hours I’ve spent creating, but I can tell you just in the past 
six months I’ve created over forty-five new works of art! I’m very particular when I work. I have to listen to music, and not just any old music...It has to 
be a melody that allows me to tune everything else out and sink into the process of painting. Once I’m there, in the moment, I can begin. My painting 
method can be considered very zen-like and meditative.” 

Jaime has been painting with her hands more these days, using her fingers to manipulate the paint/ink, and creating that perfect swirl or line. When the 
foundation for the painting is built, the detail work begins with a tiny brush or dip pen.  Then Jaime can pour hours into crafting the details. Jaime also 
feels the need to photograph her work throughout the process. Having that image and perspective gives her a better visual presentation of how the 
work would eventually look framed or displayed on a gallery wall. When Jaime needs to step away, she will play with her dogs for a bit and get back to 
it. Her dogs “art buddies” are the perfect emotional recharge.

Jaime’s body of works has been exhibited in galleries throughout the Pacific Northwest, and the Midwest.  In addition, her photographs and paintings 
have been displayed with private collections as well as public and published in Fresh Paint, Nue and Forum Magazine. 

For the first time Jaime has been invited to an international group exhibition: Tempo.Memoria in Turin, Italy, held at the Museo Internazinale Italia Arte 
and curated by Sergio Gomez.  Jaime shares “I am honored to be one of the selected artists. This is my first international exhibit and hopefully just the 
beginning!”

Jaime is interested in the relationship people have with the environment and nature (both positive and negative affects) and how these interactions 
affect people on an emotional level. Her paintings feed off the fascination she has with eco-psychology, conservation and biodiversity. 

Jaime interprets her work as “tapping into our collective subconscious, deep emotional connection with environment and nature. In contrast from a dis-
tance, my paintings resemble vast glacial landscape and intricate microscopic patterns acting as complimentary and contradictory to each other in an 
encircling game. The natural elements flowing from an emotional outpouring create fractal natural patterns drawing the viewer into a world translated 
through their own perception. Various aspects of each work in my collections can be viewed as a mountainside, cell structure, flowing rapids and per-
plexing botany patterns – all combined and swirled together – to create timeless works of art that could be appreciated at any time in human history.”
 
Jaime has always loved creative portraiture and the process of planning a photo-shoot. Sometimes she creates a theme first; then, plans the location; 
and then the wardrobe with the model. Then there are times when she doesn’t have a cemented plan and she mostly wings it, similar to what she does 
when she is painting.  The model becomes her canvas. 

Recently, Jaime began transforming her photographs and turning them into works of art. It has been such a fun process for her. Each project really 
varies with how much is involved. It can take a few hours to plan, a few to photograph and then possibly weeks to turn into a work of art. 

Jaime shares there are three key elements that influenced and inspired her art career. The first is being fortunate to experience the right environment. 
When Michael and Jaime Foster moved to the Pacific Northwest, it gave Jaime that deep affinity to the natural world.  Jaime became incredibly inspired 
to create art again, experimenting with all sorts of mediums.  She discovered her style in a small vacation cottage, in a Victorian Seaport, where the 
couple rented in the winter of 2010. Jaime spent hours and hours tucked away each day painting in a tiny studio on the property of that cottage. “Ocean 
Breathes Salty” is one of the first paintings Jaime created when they moved across the Puget Sound to the Olympic Peninsula. Living in such a beautiful 
place and being surrounded by waterfalls, mountains, rivers, wildlife, the ocean changes a person. Jaime shares, “I had connected with something so 
much greater than anything I knew.”

Another key element for her is creating her own community.  Jaime says, “I surround myself with positive and like-minded people, who are not inter-
ested in competing, rather learning and inspiring one another.”

photograph of Jaime by Michael Foster
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Finally, what has been a key element for Jaime is personal growth.  Jaime opens up to say “I’m always striving to evolve and try new things. I think it’s 
needed for growth as much as it is to keep viewers engaged in my work. The moment you rest on your previous achievements is the moment you stop 
having new experiences. My plan is to keep evolving, always exploring new mediums and discovering new techniques.”

Tell us which individual(s) have been significant to your art career and what role(s) has the individual(s) played in your career.   
 “I’ve come to know so many proficient artists, curators and teachers being back in Chicago. Being a part of 33 Contemporary Gallery and the Elephant 
Room Gallery has been an edifying part of my journey. I’ve learned a great deal, and I had the pleasure of working directly with Sergio Gomez, and 
Yanina Gomez (33 Contemporary Gallery) and Kimberly Atwood (Elephant Room Gallery). They are incredibly passionate about helping artists take the 
right steps to further their career and have continuously exposed me to people who broaden my  audience. I have to give a big shout out to my husband 
Michael who has always inspired me and given me the time to focus on my art. Another person is Janice Meister, who is not only an incredible artist 
but has become a mentor to me. And my friends…I am one blessed girl to have such wonderful people in my life - I tell ya! I have the most amazing 
friends who are extremely supportive by attending my exhibitions, purchasing my work, sharing my talents with others and always encouraging me.” 

 Tell us about two important exhibition opportunities where you have exhibited your work and explain how that impacted your career.
“I’d love to tell you about my first solo show in Seattle at the OK Hotel, where one of my favorite movies “Singles” was filmed.  The highlight of the night 
was when a homeless woman wandered in, ate all of the cheese and passed out by the wine. And then one of Seattle’s premiere drag queens stopped 
by to make an appearance. However, that didn’t necessarily impact my career…Lol!” 

“The first exhibition I had when I moved back from Seattle was at the Batavia Fine Arts Center and was a two person show with a phenomenal artist, 
Diana McNish. I sold half of my work displayed; one of my paintings sold was donated to the Batavia Fine Arts Center and is permanently on public 
display.”

“I can’t say there was a specific second exhibition that impacted my career.  It has been a series of shows through 33 Contemporary Gallery and the 
Elephant Room Gallery in Chicago, that has brought an abundance of attention my way. In addition, I am really excited about showing my work inter-
nationally for the first time this summer.” 

Has gallery representation been an intricate part of your art career or has working independently been more beneficial to your career? Or 
has it been a combination of both styles that worked best?
“They have been both beneficial for different reasons. Being represented by a gallery expands your audience and creates opportunity to allow viewers 
to see your work in a professional gallery setting. 

“However, I seem to sell work more often, working independently. I have a small group of collectors who follow me, amazing friends that love my work 
and have become collectors themselves. I also started branching out by working with interior designers and art consultants, which is a new experience 
for me. I enjoy knowing my work is hanging up in a penthouse suite in a fancy hotel, or in the comforts of someone’s living room. “

Tells us how significant collaborative art partnerships and involvement in an artist community has been for your art career.
 “Being active in an artist community is like a domino effect.  The more involved you are, the more people you get to know, the more people you get to 
know, the more opportunities come your way. Like any business, art is a business. Networking and building relationships is crucial to success.”

“Having a studio at Water Street Studios taught me quite a bit when I first emerged into the professional art world. Batavia is a great art community and 
has opened plenty of doors. It was an artist Steve Sherrell that guided me to Water Street Studios and where I first met Sergio Gomez; who later invited 
me to be a part of his gallery, 33 Contemporary.” I have met so many wonderful souls being a part of 33 Contemporary and Zhou B Art Center, which 
has also led to numerous new opportunities, such as exhibiting at the University of St. Francis Art Gallery.”

“I had the chance to work on several paintings with local artists Barry Dwyer, Andy Christopoluos and my husband Michael. The project led to a few 
collaborative art shows being fast-tracked in places like White Ripple and the Schoenherr Gallery.” 
 
What’s your advice for emerging artist considering the changing landscape of the art world?
 “Surround yourselves with those who are supportive of your ventures and ideas. Get out to shows, meet and connect with other artists. Always strive 
to evolve, to keep exploring, to discover new mediums and techniques. 

 Tell us about some of your exciting upcoming projects.  
“The next step is a three-dimensional work and assemblage. It’s something I’ve always been fascinated with and really eager to jump into. As ideas are 
constantly buzzing around my mind, I am also planning on creating more mixed-media works incorporating my photography. I have models lined up to 
photograph throughout the summer. Woohoo - I’m pumped! Keep a look out this fall and winter for lots of new work.”

For more information on Jaime visit her website at http://boojazz.com/jaimeart
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Jaime Foster working in her studio 
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The Crytogamic Carpet by Jaime Foster

Impossible Soul by Jaime Foster
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Model  Tobechi Eke- Make Up, Wardrobe Photography by Jaime Foster Model Kelly Vujic MakeUp and Hair Stylist Beth McCauley Kowalik Photography Jaime Foster
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ArtFooly Gallery
Claudiu Presecan & Ciprian Udrescu 

The Flow by Claudiu Presecan  

Humans At Work by Ciprian  
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ArtFooly Gallery, presents  
Claudiu Presecan, Cluj  Romania 

Claudiu Presecan was born in Cluj, Romania, in 1969 and graduated 
from the University of Arts Cluj, with an art painting specialization and 
the School of Fine Arts, Cluj-Napoca.

Claudiu was mostly inclined towards creating an abstract artistic lan-
guage inspired by nature, which culminated with his Ph.D. theme The 
landscape – state of mind and expression. Claudiu has exhibited in var-
ious group and solo exhibitions from local to international.

Romanian
Nascut in Cluj / Romania in 1969, licentiat in arte plastice a Scolii de 
Arta Cluj cat si a Universitatii de Arte din Cluj, specializarea pictura 
(1995), am fost aplecat cu predilectie inspre dezvoltarea unui limbaj 
plastic abstract inspirat din natura: culminand cu tema de doctorat intitu-
lata “Natura ca stare de spirit si expresie”. Expozitii de grup si personale 
in diverse tari din lume.  

Claudiu is best represented by abstract expressionism, with an influ-
ence from the French post-impressionism. Claudiu believes that art is 
primarily a means of representation of an emotional feeling from real 
life, with a message and a symbolic load simultaneously. Hence, it’s 
about the graphic character, the expression and impression taken to-
wards the abstract, with color as the base and vector of the approach.

Romanian
Expresionismul abstract ma reprezinta cel mai bine, cu influenta din 
post-impresionismul francez. Consider ca arta este in primul rand un 
mijloc de reprezentare al unei trairi emotionale inspirate din realitate, cu 
un mesaj si o incarcatura simbolica in acelasi timp. De aici si caracterul 
ei plastic, expresia si impresia duse inspre abstract, avand culoarea ca 
baza si vector al acestui demers.

Ever since Claudiu was a child, he had admiration for painting as the 
main means of artistic representation. Painting remains for Claudiu the 
main battleground where he competes with the traditional methods: oil 
on canvas. Whether pure pigments appear, dry pastels, watercolors or 
lately acrylics in his art work, Claudiu has a natural aptitude for the tradi-
tional arts. Claudiu believes that based on a drawing and the deep study 
of nature in its complexity, the whole arsenal of colors, shapes, ideas 
can lead towards creating original works with a strong impact on the 
viewer. Claudiu works many hours a day, day after day, year after year; 
all these lead to perfection, all on a solid conceptual and studio basis.

Through Claudiu’s work, he tries to transmit to the others his feelings, 
the accumulated experiences and his love for the surrounding nature 
that we can still find around us in all its beauty.

Romanian
De mic am avut o admiratie pentru pictura ca principal mod de reprez-
entare plastic. Pictura ramane pentru mine principalul camp de lupta 
in care ma intrec cu metodele traditionale: uleiul pe panza. Fie ca apar 
pigmentii puri, pastelurile seci, acuarelele sau mai nou acrilicele in cre-
atia mea artistica, am o inclinare naturala inspre artele traditionale. Con-
sider ca bazat pe un desen si studiu adanc al naturii in complexitatea ei, 
intreg arsenalul culorilor, formelor, ideilor pot duce inspre crearea unor 
opere originale si cu un impact puternic asupra privitorului. Ore pe zi, 
zi de zi, an de an, duc spre perfectiune, totul pe un solid temei ideatic 
si de studio. 

Prin ceea ce creez incerc sa transmit si altora experientele si trairile 
mele acumulate, dragostea mea pentru natura inconjuratoare pe care 

inca o putem descoperi in jurul nostru in intreaga ei frumusete. 
Claudiu’s first solo exhibition in Cluj was the group exhibition at Gallery 
Aschenbach in Amsterdam, which followed the course of master artist 
Georg Dokoupil. It was Dokoupil who showed him a different perspec-
tive on contemporary art than the one studied from the perspective of 
the Romanian communist and post-communist society. The exhibitions 
in Switzerland, USA from Vermont Studio Center also contributed to his 
artistic development.

Romanian
Prima expozitie personala de la Cluj, expozitia de grup de la Galeria 
Aschenbach din Amsterdam care a urmat cursului de master cu artis-
tul Georg Dokoupil (care mi-a aratat si o alta perspectiva asupra artei 
contemporane decat cea studiata din perspectiva societatii comuniste 
si post-comuniste romanesti), expozitiile din Elvetia, SUA de la Vermont 
Studio Center au contribuit la dezvoltarea mea artistica.  

Claudiu’s personal artistic creations together with self-management are 
very important.  It is like every day breathing: this makes Claudiu want 
to go further, but working with an art gallery or more is equally important 
for his career, just as the presence in museums confirms value.  Claudiu 
believes it is teamwork brings benefits far greater than by himself.
Romanian

Creatia mea artistica personala impreuna cu managementul propriu 
sunt foarte importante, este aidoma respiratiei zilnice, ma face sa merg 
mai departe, insa conlucrarea cu o galerie de arta sau mai multe este 
la fel de importanta pentru cariera mea, la fel cum si prezenta in muzee 
confirma valoarea. Este ca munca in echipa, care aduce beneficii mult 
mai mari decat de unul singur.

Tell me about two important moments in your art career?
“In 1987 – the acceptance at the Art University in Cluj and in 1994 the 
master course with Jiri Georg Dokoupil from Amsterdam.”  
Romanian

1987: acceptarea la Universitatea de Arta din Cluj si 1994: cursul de 
master cu Jiri Georg Dokoupil din Amsterdam.

Being an accomplished artist, tell us about some of your exciting 
upcoming projects. 
“Painting every day is the most important thing to me.  This is what keeps 
me plugged in, as the next exhibitions at the Gallery Fountainhead in 
Seattle (USA) and Gallery Artfooly in Bucharest (Romania) make me 
confront with myself to become even better. Everything has the theme 
of water: an expression of our life on Earth.”

Romanian
Pictatul zi de zi este cel mai important lucru pentru mine, care ma tine 
in priza, la fel cum urmatoarele expozitii de la Galeria Fountainhead din 
Seattle (SUA) si Galeria Artfooly din Bucuresti (Romania) ma fac sa ma 
confront cu mine insumi pentru a deveni si mai bun. Totul acum avand 
ca tema apa: o expresie a vietii noastre pe Pamant.

For more information on Claudiu visit his website at www.claudi-
upresecan.com
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Cer by Claudiu Presecan   Illumination by Claudiu Presecan   
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ArtFooly Gallery, presents

Ciprian Udrescu 
Ciprian Udrescu is a visual artist born in Bucharest Romania.  Since Ciprian graduated from the Tonitza Art High School, he continued his art 
education receiving his Bachelor and Master’s degree in graphic arts the Art University in Bucharest.  Ciprian has worked and exhibited every 
time he has had the opportunity.

The most influencing factors that inspire Ciprian’s art career are the freedom that art gives both to the artist and the viewer. Ciprian’s way of 
working can be described by two different ways (often combined but also contradictory) of research, which complete one another; a scientific, 
rational method based on order and a second, more intuitive one, based on chaos. As for the time Ciprian spends in the studio... as much as 
he can.

Ciprian is a visual artist, regardless of technique, but opened open to all forms of artistic expression.

Romanian: 
Ma numesc Ciprian Udrescu si sunt artist vizual nascut in Bucuresti, Romania. Am absolvit Liceul de Arte Nicolae Tonitza in anul 2000, Facul-
tatea de Arte in 2005, Masterul in arte grafice la Universitatea de Arte Bucuresti in 2007. Si inainte si dupa absolvire am lucrat si am expus de 
cate ori am avut ocazia. 

Cel mai important factor care m-a influentat este libertatea pe care o da arta atat artistului cat si privitorului. Felul meu de a lucra poate fi descris 
de doua cai diferite de cercetare, care se completeaza reciproc desi uneori par contradictorii: metoda stintifica, rationala, bazata pe ordine si o 
adoua, mai intuitiva, bazata pe haos. Cat despre timpul petrecut in atelier....cat pot mai mult.

Sunt artist vizual, indiferent de tehnica, dar deschis oricaror forme de manifestare artistica.

With your work what type of experiences are you hoping to convey with the audience?
 “I do not pursue a specific type of experience. I don’t think about that when I work. But if there is something I wish for, it is that my works trigger 
a persistent reaction in anyone who sees them any time they see them.” 

Romanian: 
Nu urmaresc in mod special un anumit tip de experienta, nu ma gandesc la asta cand lucrez. Dar daca imi doresc ceva pentru lucrarile mele, 
este ca acestea sa provoace o reactie persistenta in oricine le vede si oricand le vede.

Tell us which exhibitions you have shown in that have had a significant impact on your career.
 “My first solo exhibition at Artfooly Gallery.”

Romanian: Prima expozitie personala de la Galeria Artfooly.

Has gallery representation been an intricate part of art career or has working independently been more beneficial to your career? Or 
have has combination of both styles worked best?
“Of course the combination of those two is very important, but I`ve always worked, whether I have had exhibitions or not.”

Romanian: 
Desigur ca o combinatie intre cele doua este importanta, dar intotdeauna am lucrat indiferent daca am expus sau nu.

Tell me about two important moments in your art career?
“If I have to choose only two then, I choose entering the Art School and the first exhibition at Artfooly Gallery.”

Romanian: 
Daca trebuie sa aleg doar doua, atunci aleg  intrarea la scoala de arte si prima expozitie la Artfooly Gallery.

Tell us about some of your exciting upcoming projects. 
“I rarely anticipate what I will do next, but for sure I will dig deeper into myself and others to find new ways of seeing existence.”

Romanian: 
Rar anticipez ce voi face, dar cu siguranta voi sapa tot mai adanc in mine si in oameni pentru a gasi noi feluri de a vedea existenta.

For more information on Ciprian visit his website at http://artfooly.com/ciprian-udrescu

Watch Ciprian’s Video “Revelation”: https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=0E2noC6H1h0
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Our Handsome Self by Ciprian

A Little Break by Ciprian
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Plans Within Plans by Ciprian
Too Shy by Ciprian
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Story of A Girl by Jaime FosterBecoming by Jaime Foster
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Ingenious Figurative & Still Life Work

N A D I N E  R O B B I N S
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Lady Marmalade by Nadine Robbins

Nadine Robbins is an oil painter and photographer who merges traditional painting techniques, photography and design concepts to 
create ingenious figurative and still life paintings. Influenced by artists including Dalí, Liebovitz, and Holbein, her work is infused with emotion, 
alive, authentic, and full of wit. Nadine shares “I always find it hard to define what type of artist I am because I feel I’m always evolving. That being 
said, right now I can say I’m a contemporary painter with good visual instincts and a sense of humor with roots in classical painting.”

Nadine grew up in Southern France where her artist mother introduced her to the works of many artists. In the beginning of her career, she 
studied graphic design in the US and in London, achieving considerable success, and founding her own firm in New York City. During this time, 
she developed her fine art by merging her experiences as a designer with her long standing interest in portraiture into a large scale series of 
paintings called 8 Portrait Peaces. On a whim, she entered several of them into the Royal Society of Portrait Painters’ juried exhibition and was 
accepted twice. Encouraged by this, she chose to further her painting skills by spending two (2) years working full-time on traditional oil painting 
techniques.

Her work has been published in the Huffington Post, American Art Collector, Crain’s Chicago Business, Fine Art Connoisseur, Poets and Artists 
and Artsy.  In addition, her work can be found in national and international collections, most notably the Howard A. & Judith Tullman Collection 
in Chicago.

Tell us about your artistic process for creating your body of works. How much time to you spend in the studio?
“Each painting is unique. For the portraits, I always begin with the search for interesting people as subjects. I ask clients, friends, family, or col-
lectors if they want to participate. I’ll also hire models or approach strangers. Everyone is always very receptive which is really fun. For the oyster 
paintings, I begin by purchasing several dozen fresh oysters and start schucking. When I photograph people, I’m pretty casual about it. I try not 
to overthink it. Lots of great surprises can happen when you let go of control and lots of characteristics naturally emerge. For the oysters, my 
approach is faster and methodical. Once they are open, I photograph them quickly because I don’t want them to go bad. Also, I have an ulterior 
motive. I want to eat them. I would never waste a fresh oyster! After lengthy editing, I choose one image that I’ll carefully transfer onto canvas by 
projecting it and using a pencil to draw in the basic outline. I then paint a final detailed outline and block-in a thin layer of oil. Finally, I proceed 
to the main layer of thicker oil. Each painting can take anywhere from a few weeks to three (3) months or more depending on the size and com-
plexity so I try to paint at least three (3) solid days in a row and two (2) half days every week. There’s never enough time!”

Nadine feels everyday there’s something that influences her. In the past, both her mother and mother-in-law were painters and each of them 
imparted their love for portraiture and art to her in various ways. They introduced her to artists like Dali and Sargent and the joy of going to 
museums. Being voted best artist in elementary school was encouraging too!  Nadine is inspired by all the art she sees either online or in real 
life. Going to the openings of friends and new artists always gets her all jazzed up and ready to get back into the studio. Recently, Nadine was 
reviewing her artist statement for a grant application and wanted to dig deeper as to why she is so drawn to portraiture and photography. Nadine 
could not put her finger on it. While painting several portraits for a Disco themed show called Freak Out at Zhou B Art Center in Chicago, she 
finally figured it out. Back in the 70’s and 80’s before CDs, vinyl album covers and the liners were like pieces of art she could look at and enjoy 
while listening to the music. Many of those covers were portraits infused with stories.

Nadine would like to convey to the audience a familiar and relatable narrative in her portraits, the power and presence of a nude, and the seduc-
tive taste of a juicy oyster. Nadine wants the viewer to come away with an understanding of who they just looked at, to be more comfortable with 
the nude body, and the flavors of the sea.

In 2008, Nadine began a body of work for a solo show called 8 Portrait Peaces to figure out if she wanted to pursue an art career in portrait 
painting. In 2010 and 2011, two of the paintings The Rolling Buns and Acacia and the Bowman were accepted into the Royal Portrait Society in 
London. Nadine was highly encouraged by this. Recently, her portrait Sativa Sunrise was accepted to the 2015 Mod Portrait show in Spain. It 
was a real boost to her ego and the professional impact remains to be seen. However, Nadine also feels that every show she is in has an impact 
on her career. She meets new people and like-minded artists and get a better understanding of their unique works. It also helps Nadine navigate 
and better understand the art world.

Has gallery representation been an intricate part of your art career or has working independently been more beneficial to your career? 
Or has the combination of both styles worked best?
So far, working independently has been more beneficial to Nadine’s career. Her skillset as a business owner from a previous career as a creative 
director and her willingness to learn new artistic techniques, have served her well in confidently promoting her work. Nadine shares, “the internet 
has so many exciting opportunities and has given me the ability to directly support myself financially and creatively.” Until recently, Nadine did 
not have gallery representation. Nadine has relationships with galleries on a piece-by-piece basis. She is now represented by two galleries and 
it provides her with more visibility, credibility and sales. It makes Nadine feel she can now be part of the art world conversation, meaning it gives 
her more clout or prestige in the eyes of collectors and other galleries. Nadine thinks galleries are still necessary to boost her career but their 
business model doesn’t seem to be working for either dealer or artist… but that’s another conversation. What works for Nadine right now, is a 
combination of independence and gallery representation.
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by Nadine Robbins SHERA by Nadine Robbins
Sativa Sunrise by Nadine Robbins
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I  Will Survive by Nadine Robbins

Tell me about two important moments in your art career.
“There are three. The first was meeting Didi Menendez (Poetsandartists.com) on twitter using the hashtag #portraits. She tire-
lessly promotes figurative artists and never asks for anything in return. The second was when my husband convinced me to 
break the cardinal rule to never send a jpeg via email to a gallery. So I sent an oyster painting to a gallery on Cape Cod called 
The Frying Pan Gallery. I’m glad I didn’t follow the rules, because it has lead to a long and prosperous relationship. The third was 
at the end of 2015 when Sirona Fine Art in Florida, an established gallery who specialized in realism, offered to add me to their 
roster of artists that includes Ali Cavanaugh, Samantha French and Nancy Depew. I’m in good company and I’m thrilled about 
it. I look forward to a long and successful relationship with them as well.”

Being an accomplished artist, tell us about some of your exciting upcoming projects. 
“I’ve been a bit restless lately. I have so many ideas and I’m trying to figure out a new direction that combines all of them. I’m 
scared and excited to experiment and see where it takes me. Meanwhile, I am continuing work on a series called Full Disclosure 
which is a group of 10 contemporary portraits exploring subjects vulnerabilities by asking them to candidly disclose a bad habit 
or guilty pleasure. I also have several boudoir commissions in the works. It’s so rewarding to get to meet confident women and 
closely work with them to create beautiful paintings. One of my undeveloped ideas is to embrace my intrigue with Egyptian art. 
Not only did Egyptians create some of the first portraits but they were amazing story tellers. Lastly, I am experimenting with my 
oyster paintings and taking an abstract direction by creating large compositions that highlights their juicy texture, sexiness and 
unique beauty.

For more information on Nadine Robbins visit her website at  http://www.nadinerobbinsart.com
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The Sea Creature Collection - Starfish Labradorite Cuff Bracelets (far left, far 
right); Labradorite Octopus Pendant (middle); all created by Johnny
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 Exquisite Jewelry Designs 
by Johnny Brower & Samantha Faires  
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Mohave Amethyst Gold in the Dust Pendant - created by Johnny
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Samantha Faires and Johnny Brower are two delightful artists living their dreams in Oakdale, California. It’s fitting that 
these two youthful spirits are designing exquisite jewelry together while traveling, being open to new experiences, expanding their horizons, 
inhaling natural local environments, and being inspired by the indigenous communities.  With their business Bare Paw Designs, they design 
anywhere in the world right from their destination. These jewelers share, “Our wares are unique and colorful enough that we feel confident 
that we’d have customers anywhere. We’ve shipped out to Canada, the UK, and all sorts of places through the USA!”

Sammy has been working at Starbucks for approximately four years and two out of those years she has been lucky enough to become a 
Coffee Master - even representing her district as the Barista Champion - “until state finals,” Sammy says, “then I compete again!”  Sammy 
has been granted access to learning the sourcing and buying behind the Starbucks logo.  She hopes she can eventually help coffee farmers 
where she travels as well. Sammy shares, “coffee is such an integral part of people’s lives, not just my own, and it would be the ultimate 
closure of becoming barista to coffee tree growing.” 

Sammy has always dreamed of some sort of talent blossoming within herself. Sammy’s family encouraged dance and she fell in love with 
giving people a little part of her every time she performed. Currently, Sammy is an aspiring high jewelry designer, and most definitely an artist. 
Being an artist comes naturally to Sammy and expressing herself through physical means has always been easier for her. Sammy is well 
aware that becoming a true fine jeweler may take some time but she is definitely up for the task! Sammy’s goal is launching a business art 
platform that is financial sustainable.  Whether that be dance or jewelry, having a life where she creates for other people and that is financial 
supportive for her would be the most rewarding lifestyle! 
 
Johnny moved to the East Bay in California for college. He studied computer science and got his Bachelor’s Degree in Computer Program-
ming and Simulation. Going to school in the bay opened up his eyes to all sorts of new ideas, music, art, crafts, inventions, creations, ren-
ovations and for him it was a cultural revolution, in a sense.  Johnny always thought California was relatively culturally stale in comparison 
to his home country.  However, now that Johnny is older, he can plainly see that there are equally beautiful aspects about any place in the 
world.  Now Johnny is grateful to see the value in anywhere he is.

Tells us how the history of your creative art partnership and how the partnership has impacted your careers. 
Sammy shares “It’s great we’ve found something that we both enjoy doing together. I don’t play guitar at all, and he doesn’t really dance! 
But we’ve combined our talents before, so you can imagine how much this has kept us even closer.  We have become each other’s best 
and worst critics! Not only do we both love each other’s pieces to death, but we also know each other so well that I think we’re always trying 
to pry out more from each other.”

Johnny shares “I met her working at Starbucks but we both knew that we were made for more than serving coffee. Using her awesome 
people skills and my tech background we’ve actually formed a formidable team that has a lot of room for growth but is already strong at its 
core. Our ten years combined of retail experience has really helped us meet those appealing-to-the-eye standards for anything we do from 
setting up our booth, pushing our Instagram page and our daily pendant quota. My technological background has helped us push our social 
media pages, create an independently made website, finding ways to put together multiple images that doesn’t look cluttered but instead, 
cohesive. Sammy is more of the face of the business, she is always out there promoting in person, at her job, wearing our jewelry to the 
grocery store, and she’s always there with a winning smile on her face making sure that anyone that stops by our booth has any question 
they have answered.”

Sammy discovered, her love for creating jewelry about half a year ago. She thinks a lot of their jewelry is inspired by the first location they 
started wire wrapping, which was at a local river park. Plenty of their work has a very natural yet surreal look, which Sammy says “is much 
like walking the river and having the river all to you.”

Johnny shares “We didn’t really start pursuing the hobby any more than that until sometime in November. We’re in a funny spot in California, 
it’s two hours to the beach, two hours to the Sierras, two hours to Lake Tahoe, two hours to the Capital City, two hours to San Francisco and 
everything between is beautiful water formed terrain like this. I definitely think there’s a lot of conjunction and symbiotic skills in visual arts 
that go hand in hand in jewelry designs. It’s technically all about aesthetic, unless you are marketing it as a healing or meditative item, and 
even then, intricate weaves and beautiful stones hold power. I think the main thing is that we wanted to have something that our town could 
be proud to represent at the local art and music festival - symbiosis. We’ve done lots of things to get local support, and to get us exposure. 
However, as with all art it can all be an uphill struggle like pushing a snowball up a hill.”

After a couple years of backyard organic upcycle gardening, Johnny and Sammy traveled to Costa Rica and got their hands dirty at one of 
the local permaculture practicing farms. Johnny was born in Costa Rica and every two or three years he travels back to Costa Rica for visits 
with all his extended family. Sammy has traveled abroad to Europe which has been inspiring for her.  For about a week they helped their new 
friends/mentors build pineapple beds and trim up the peanuts.  Sammy shares “It was absolutely like a wonderland: fruit trees towering over, 
edible flowers in bloom, and a view of the entire valley and the tallest mountain peeking through the fog. After learning about tropical farming, 
we had to unfortunately come back to the real world.” Sammy would love to travel, to donate her time to different farmsteads/communities, 
to teach others in volunteer programs about permaculture practices, and to sell her jewelry to the people who truly value its meaning and 
beauty. Agate & Tigers Eye (top) - created by Sammy

Fire Pixie Carnelian and Pearl Bracelet - by Johnny & Sammy
Agate and Tigers Eye (middle) - created by Sammy

Mohave Amethyst and Aventurine Snake Cuff Bangle - created by Sammy and Johnny
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Sparkling Silver Bead Wrapped Geode -  created by Sammy
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Tell us do you consider yourselves artists, jewelers or both.  
Johnny shares “We like the idea of defining ourselves as artists for a 
multitude of reasons.
People seem to enjoy the colors, texture, flaws and unique qualities of 
our craft right from the get-go. We always hear comments like, You’re 
so earthy! We love your style. Your stuff is all so different!”

“We’ve definitely done a lot of exploration of the wire wrap techniques 
but we started merging styles when we started adding beads to the 
frame. Small gauge wire and big gauge wire seemingly have infinite 
ways to form a pendant.   However, tack on a collection or theme of 
beads and suddenly you have an infinite amount of ways to make a 
pendant unique. We’ve noticed our work seems to be dubbed bohe-
mian as soon as we’ve put an earthy amount of “too many” beads. We 
aim for more and not less when attempting our more intricate designs. 
People have asked us to share some design advice and to start getting 
that kind of complement to our craft really is an honor. We’ve tried our 
best to take some truly basic wire wrap concepts and push them to 
organic extremes with all the jeweling techniques we’ve learned over 
the months; most of it has been trial and error. Plenty of prototype wire, 
redos, mid-design alterations, but now we’re at a level where the errors 
just really happen less and less. We can take the basics of an idea and 
elaborate upon them with different concepts - numerous coils, loops, 
filigree, vibrant beads, a few too many charms, eccentricity, etc. I think 
bead wraps are a pretty “bohemian” concept that is pretty universally 
applicable with any bead design. To me it’s chunky, weird, vibrant, ob-
sessive in color patterns and unique… It’s Bare Paw Design. The more 
colors it has the better, any shade that fits within your “theme” is fair 
game. At least, that is our perspective as artists. We’re not really here 
to plug the mainstream but instead provide an alternative, personal, 
back to nature gift option to those that are trying to keep their US-
based, local, sustainable purchases in mind.”

Tell us about your artistic process for creating this fine jewelry. 
Do you work on pieces together, a line of jewelry together or sep-
arately? 
Sammy says “My artistic process is usually free form, unplanned imag-
ination. I have a certain style that mirrors his, but I think we have our 
own distinct look to our individual pieces. I like to think mine are more 
woodland, and his more nautical. I draw inspiration from my friends’ 
individual styles and try to imitate something they’d love to show off. I 
think we’re getting skilled enough to match our client’s individual needs 
during custom requests and such. Across the board, I usually just try 
for designs that a are daring and unpredictable.

Johnny states “Everything is double checked by Sammy, anything we 
publish, anything I write, anything I wrap, we are always a team mak-
ing sure that everything we put out there is of acceptable Bare Paw 
Designs quality. We have collaborated here and there, a lot of the time 
I’ll weave a beautiful frame and I’ll hand it to her to organically shape 
around a stone. She’ll be beading some wire while I coil a frame, when 
she’s done beading I’ll be working on the next frame and she’ll be 
wrapping a stone with my last frame. I tend to work late into the night, 
and she most often wakes up earlier than I do, so she’ll have plenty of 
stuff to work with and I’ll wake up to the fruits of both of our labor.”

Tell us how much time you spend creating your jewelry.
Samantha shares “depending on the style, a solid 15 minutes to a full 
day.”  Johnny shares “anywhere from 15 minutes to 15 hours. Some-
times I’ll stay up really late into the night feeling passionate about a 
bead theme that I hand mixed, and I’ll stay up making a couple of 

frames with it. That ends up becoming a collection after we decide what 
stones will fit with the bead colors. Sometimes the beads are accents; 
sometimes the colors are the opposite of the stone and do fantastic in 
framing the stone to make the colors pop. We love the color wheel. It 
ends up being a lot of fun.  So it’s hard to keep a timer running on the 
work we do, but I feel experienced enough to have a great estimate on 
how long I’ve spent on a piece.”

Are there certain materials/products you use to create your jewel-
ry or are the material/products used based on the particular piec-
es you are creating?
Samantha shares “We have a wide range of bead colors and crystals 
to choose from now. Maybe not as much as others, but our collection 
is definitely growing now, and it gives me the option of being picky and 
wrapping a crystal that calls out to me.” 

Johnny Shares “Copper. Probably forever I’ll be making accessible 
quality items that don’t break the bank but also give off huge amounts 
of personality. I feel like we both are co-aligned pretty significantly in 
this goal. We could probably bump up to finer materials like silvers and 
gold. It would be super fun to apprentice under someone using smith-
ing techniques, crucibles, etc. but until then it sure is artistically satis-
fying to build a budget-comfortable and wonderfully colorful inventory 
with the metal of love, glass beads and semi-precious stone. It’s nice 
to be able to afford your own art.”

Is it more beneficial for you to display your jewelry in exhibitions, art 
fairs, or retail stores, or a combination of all three?
Sammy states “I’d say that all three are equal parts to the business. 
Without being able to be seen on the internet, we’d never have markets 
or festivals look at our inventory at all! And with establishing a booth 
presence, it helps boutique and shop owners see your pieces as what 
you see them as, your own magic of presentation. And back to the 
Internet, without an Etsy (https://www.etsy.com/shop/barepawdesigns) 
right now, wholesale sells wouldn’t be easy! These avenues are all very 
important in reaching out to potential customers and long term clients.”

Johnny says “Exhibitions are ideal but can be expensive, we usually 
do pretty positively at festivals and art fairs are kind of hit or miss. We 
like doing festivals and getting our pieces out there.  Often we will have 
people take a business card, not buy anything, then check out our Etsy 
shop a week after the show and pick something up anyway. I market 
our pages often on our social media sites, which seems to bring in traf-
fic from all parts of the globe. 

Name three jewelers whose work you admire and why?  Do the 
individuals you named consider themselves artist or fine jewelers 
or both?
Sammy shares “I’d have to say that the other accomplished artists 
and jewelers on Instagram are my inspirations. The Opaque Creations 
shop was the first one I followed even before we started this journey. 
Taneisa has such a wonderful projection of who she is through her 
photography and her one-of-a-kind creations. Once I started my own 
handmade business, I often remembered how I felt looking at her piec-
es, and hoped to invoke those feelings within my own. Evangeline from 
The Lunar Fae also has an amazing gift of warming people through art 
in her products and photography.  Melissa from The Bronze Honeybee 
also has some of the most unique jewels and wire combinations I’ve 
seen that really strike me. So many other artists are constantly inspir-
ing me personally - it’s too much to choose.  

Silver Rainbow Ammonite Fossil Pendant - created by Sammy
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Johnny shares “Reidswraps has always been one of my leading inspirations to advance my wire technique but at the same time there’s 
a lot of things that I’ve learned in the way that I know will help me distinguish my art if or when I do achieve a similar level of intricacy. I’m 
aspiring to end up with high end creations while making accessible art, which is going to raise the value of my art inherently. My friend 
Justin who taught me the basics of the craft. I will always want to impress him in a “grasshopper meets master” sort of way.”

For both of you, name two people who significantly impacted your career and why.
Sammy says “My career in handmade business was strongly influenced by Johnny’s mom, who has always told us to keep trying different 
avenues and find what we want to do that makes us happy. I wouldn’t be the crystal enthusiast or wire artist I am without a meeting with a 
traveling man, and someone I’m proud to call a friend, Justin, who gifted me a clear quartz and a little lesson in wrapping one night in the 
Starbucks parking lot after work.” Johnny shares “Sammy stealing the best answers on this one...”

Tell us about some of your exciting upcoming projects. 
Sammy share “We have so many different ideas; I wish I could work on them all! I want to personally develop the crystal points and raw 
crystal wraps we have available. There’s so much beauty in the rocks and minerals already; I just want to accentuate that as best I can. 
I feel some jewelry gets in the way of accenting someone, and I want to do my best to add the finishing touch to a completed look on its 
own.” 

Johnny shares  “We love the idea of having all these things to look forward to, and sometimes with all the planning for fairs and events it 
can become overwhelming to find time on the bigger projects that would mean the most to us. Too many possibilities, not enough Bare 
Paws Designs.” 

For more information on Bare Paw Designs by Johnny and Sammy visit their website at http://barepawdesigns.com 
or https://www.etsy.com/shop/barepawdesigns

Starfish Moonstone Pendant - created by Johnny
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Winter  by Sergio Gomez Searching InThe Fieldo f Light by Sergio Gomez
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Contemporary Artist from Serbia
Svetlana Vuksanovic 

Composition by Svetlana
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Svetlana Vuksanovic is a contemporary abstract artist. Her expressive paintings convey a range of individual and collective ideas of artistic 
experience. She graduated at Yugoslavia Art academy in class of painting in 2000. At the same faculty she finished post-graduated studies in 2004.  
She is the memeber of ULUS from 2002.

Following the paths of modern art, Svetlana tries to discover and explore new artistic elements with which she can express her art being independent 
of social reality (social, political, and religious symbols with their meanings).

Svetlana thinks that her painting develops old, abstract ideas of Kandinsky and that along the way it became close to action painting from which the 
destruction has been removed. The essence of her work is a universal feeling of harmony, woven from the emotions expressed in colors and lines. 
She would, therefore, align her paintings in “lyrical abstraction.”

Serbian:
Moja umetnost, po svemu što predstavlja, pripada tokovima saveremenog stila. U njoj je lako prepoznatljiva lepeza apstraktnog stvaralaštva, od kolek-
tivnih ideja do pojedinačnog umetničkog iskustva.

Prateći puteve moderne umetnosti nastojim da istražujem i pronalazim nove likovne elemente kojima mogu izraziti svoje umetničko biće, nezavisno 
od društvene stvarnosti: socijalnih, političkih i religijskih simbola i njihovog značenja.

Smatram da moje slikarstvo razvija najstarije, apstraktne ideje Kandinskog i  da je na tom putu postalo blisko akcionom slikarstvu iz koga je odstran-
jena destrukcija.

Njegova suština je univerzalni osećaj harmonije, satkane od emocija izraženih bojama i linijama.

Ja bih zato svoje slikarstvo svrstala u “lirsku apstrakciju”.

Svetlana shares “My work communicates with the inner being of the observers. A philosophy is absolutely unnecessary as a source of art ideas (con-
ceptual art) because I do not consider each idea a work of art, nor does it have apriori.  My works sings a universal music. I’m trying my best in order 
for it to be as clear as possible.”

Svetlana works in her studio at night. When all others are finished she is trying to dive into the hidden part of her personality and give into a world of 
emotions. Often this is a hard job being in search of the ideal harmony, sound, colors, and delicate lines (which do not participate in the construction 
of forms) but is the most sensitive feelings.  She is trying to bring the parts to her work that will flow into a universal language and be understood not 
just the artistic elite but the general public. Svetlana shares “The end product is the closest materialization of artist thought that develops in the course 
of creation.”

Serbian:
Radim noću. Kada sve “dovedem u red” pokušavam da zaronim u svoj skriveni deo ličnosti i prepustim se svetu emocija. Često je to mukotpan posao, 
jer u traganju za idealnom harmonijom zvučnih boja i tananih linija, koje ne učestvuju u konstruisanju forme, već predstavljaju najosetljivija osećanja, 
pokušavam da spojim delove koji će se sliti u jedan univerzalni jezik, razumljiv ne samo umetničkoj eliti.

Krajnji proizvod je najpribližnija materijalizacija umetničke misli koja se razvija u toku stvaranja. U studiju provodim?...

What has inspired Svetlana’s art career is harmony and humanism - harmony in terms of the balance of the picture elements. To achieve this Svetlana 
has studied from influential abstract expressionist artists. Svetlana’s sense of harmony is guided by her genetic code of collective memory which is 
feelings of freedom, peace, joy and sublime love. The humanism is the convergence for her of people offering their opinions and understanding of her 
paintings.

Svetlana shares “In my big screens there is no anti-art and cynicism as with many conceptual artists. There is no recognizable form that could be 
elements of psychoanalysis, but what I do can be called pure painting that does not have shelters to support known forms.”

Serbian:
Harmonija i humanizam su inspiracija moje umetnosti.
Harmonija u smislu uravnoteženosti elemenata slike.
Da bih ovo postigla učila sam od značajnih umetnika apstraktnog ekspresionizma.
Moj osećaj za harmoniju vođen je genskim zapisom “kolektivnim pamćenjem” u kome učestvuju osećaji slobode, mira, radosti i uzvišene ljubavi.

Humanizam - približavanje ljudima, ponuda “rečnika” za razumevanje mojih slika.

U mojim velikim platnima nema antiumetnosti i cinizma kao kod mnogih konceptualnih stvaralaca. Nema ni prepoznatljivih formi koje bi mogle biti 
elementi psihoanalize, pa ono čime se bavim mogu nazvati čistim slikarstvom koje nema utočišta u podržavanju poznatih oblika.

With your work what type of message/experience are you hoping to convey with the audience?
 “My work communicates with the inner being of observers. A philosophy is absolutely unnecessary as a source of artistic ideas (conceptual art) be-
cause I do not consider each idea a the work of art, nor does it have to be a priori good. My work sings with the universality of music and I try to be 
as clear as possible.”

Serbian:
Moja dela komuniciraju sa unutrašnjim bićem posmatrača.
Nepotrebna je filozofija kao izvor umetničke ideje (konceptualna umetnost) jer ne smatram svaku ideju umetničkim delom, niti ona 
mora biti apriori dobra.

Moja dela imaju univerzalnost muzike i trudim se da budu što jasnija.

Tell us which of your exhibitions have had a significant impact on your career.
Velika Galerija Centralnog doma vojske Srbije - Beograd 2008. and Youth art - Nis Art Foundation, Nis,Belgrade,Novi Sad 2008.

Serbian:
Velika Galerija Centralnog doma vojske Srbije - Beograd 2008. and Youth art - Nis Art Foundation, Nis,Belgrade,Novi Sad 2008.

Svetlana working in her studio
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Has gallery representation been an intricate part of your art career or has working independently been more beneficial to your career? Or has it 
been a combination of both styles that worked best?
Probably both.  Serbian: Verovatno oba

Tell me about two important moments in your art career.
“I have had significant talks with key stakeholders that have influenced my art career and postgraduate studies.”

Serbian: 
Bitni razgovori o umetnosti sa nekim divnim ljudima i postdiplomske studije.

Tell us about some of your exciting upcoming projects.
“ I intend to paint a large scale canvas which is causing excitement with its amount of freedom without crossing into anarchy. The excitement is easier to feel 
than to explain.  The explanation would only be possible by poetic language with bold metaphors and lyrical expression. The new language would not have 
been available only to the avant-garde because it is emotional and intuitive. Perhaps the prominent Italian art professor Achille Bonito Oliva was thinking of 
it by creating a bridge from the avant-garde to those who are not that by calling it a “trans avant-garde.”

Serbian:
Nameravam da naslikam platna velikog formata koja izazivaju uzbuđenje svojom količinom slobode bez prelaska u anarhiju. Uzbuđenje koje je lakše osetiti 
nego objasniti. Objašnjenje bi jedino bilo moguće jezikom smelih pesničkih metafora i lirskih izraza. Taj novi jezik ne bi bio dostupan samo avangardi jer je 
emotivan i intuitivan. Možda je istaknuti italijanski profesor umetnosti Akile Bonito Oliva na to mislio stvarajući most od avangarde do onih koji to nisu nazvavši 
ga “trans avangarda”.

For more information on Svetlana visit her at http://www.svetlanavuksanovic.com

Gallery - Podrum 

(top) Hiram's Gone and (bottom) DDD by Svetlana
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Stanislaus River Rock Bangle - created by Johnny and Sammy
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A Fascinating Iranian Photographer 
presents power imagery

AMIR KABIR JABBARI 
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Amir Kabir Jabbari was born in Tehran, Iran. Amir is an Iranian self-educated photographer. He dropped out of college to follow his 
passion and started photography in 2012. He has been working in various genres.  Amir’s works have been exhibited in two galleries in Tehran. 
He also was awarded at the Art Week in Istanbul Technical University in 2015 for his Refugees photo collection. His short film “Kobani 15” has 
been awarded a Lorenzo il Magnifico in Florence Biennale . In addition, his short film has been officially selected by the Golden Sun Short Film 
Festival 2015. 

Amir’s art project is being exhibited by CEC 2016 10th Annual Carnival in Shillong, India. The Washington College Art Association (CAA) 104th 
Annual Conference 2016 is presenting his work. Amir is also participating in the A Show for Peace & Humanity 2016 exhibition project. 

Amir became interested in photography four (4) to five (5) years ago. He had a routine job at a company. Suddenly this thought came to him: “Do 
what you were born to do!” After a while, Amir quit his job and started traveling to remote parts of his country with a small compact camera. That 
is how the story of Amir’s photography career began and it still unfolding. 

Amir shares, “I can’t put it plainly, but most of the time, I’m trying to record the spirit of the times, the unadorned moments which are tamed and 
submissive enough. My aim is not to create masterpieces for museums, but to contribute to saving the society by what I have and at times just 
photographing unusual people. Finally, I hope that my photographs convey what I have seen and appreciated in that moment.”

About the creation process of his works, Amir has to admit that he does not exactly know how it happens. Amir only knows that his projects have 
always originated from a social and political issue of the recent years and at times an abstract or philosophical issue. After that, Amir starts brain-
storming about it and does some research on it. Then he moves towards it and gradually completes the project. At times, his projects are just a 
reaction to circumstances or moments. And above all, experimenting with photography and experiencing new things.

Amir spends most of his time experimenting with art and he has rarely done commercial photography. Nevertheless, he has to say that he does 
look at commercial photography, particularly, fashion and advertisement. Right now, he is developing an idea in the field of fashion and modeling. 
The approach is the reference in the composition and content of fashion to significant historical works of visual arts. He is also looking for a spon-
sor or perhaps a producer to make this work happen as soon as the circumstances allow him.

Tell me about two important moments in your art career
Amir shares “One was reading a small book on Kaveh Golestan’s biography. He was a war photographer and worked for BBC. I got this book by 
accident and it made me interested in war photography.

Amir talks about another significant moment which had a different feeling. It was when he found out about video media in Dohuk City in Kurdistan, 
Iraq.  Amir shares “That day, the security department seized my professional camera, just because I was from Iran and worked freelance. This 
made me make my first video, instead of the photograph, with a small compact camera and the result was an appealing sweet experience.”

Tell us which of your exhibitions had a significant impact on your career.
Amir shares “I will never forget my first gallery in Vista bookstore supervised by Nasrollah Kasraian. But participating in Florence Biennale 2015 
and getting the second prize in the video category has had a significant influence on my career so far.”

Do you see any trends in photography that are impacting the art world? 
Amir shares “Today, various trends are emerging from all corners of the world and some of them influence artistic trends. But I’d rather say which 
photographers, artists, and writers have been influential for me and from whom I’ve learned a lot. Photographers such as Jeff Wall, James Nacht-
wey, Abbas Attar, Nasrollah Kasraian, and works of Hikari creative work, writings by Susan Sontag, Terry Burt, novels by Haruki Murakami and 
others. The list goes on and is too long for the scope of this interview. Works of these artists have always been instructive for me and improved 
my imagination.”

What’s your best advice for emerging photographers who are interested in the art world?
Amir shares honestly that “I’m learning every day myself and I’ve just begun. I don’t see myself in a position to give advice to those interested in 
the world of art. I can only say that all a photographer does is selecting. At first, you select your first camera and then a group of selections follows 
the: lenses, focal length, settings,  subject, space, location, etc. The list goes on and we always have to choose from our options.”

Amir continues “I think the same applies to other artists of visual arts. In order to have a better option, you have to see well. We learn by looking 
and seeing. To have a better view, I believe, you have to learn more to find out more about different dimensions of everything and see things well.  
Therefore, I have a better choice. In this way, we are the best teachers for ourselves. We have learned from our experiences many times.”

Tell us what your goals are for the next two years.
Amir shares “Since photo books can have a vast audience, I hope to publish my first photo book in the year to come.  Since I live in a country 
where phenomena are treated with caution and censorship every day, I hope to find a publisher in the US or France to publish my book titled 
Phenomenon. Its photos are about LGBT and the presentation is regarding two phenomena: 1. internet filtering and 2. international phenomenon 
of QR code. My other aim is to continue experimenting with videos. I also intend to do war photography in the Middle East in the next few years. 

For more information on Amir visit his website at http://amirkabiri.net

photograhy by Amir 
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Abrabic Translation

photograhy by Amir 
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photograhy by Amir 
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photograhy by Amir 
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Close Up of Bright Blue Sea Turtle Labradorite Pendant- created by Johnny & Sammy
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Ian Sherwin Gallery 
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Ian M Sherwin was born and raised in Marblehead Massachusetts. Art 
was his escape from a less than ideal childhood. Ian could spend hours 
and hours drawing - almost in a meditative state. 

When Ian was five  years old and his mother drew E.T. for him after seeing 
the movie, she did a phenomenal job. There was something inside of him 
that made him want to replicate that drawing over and over again until he 
got it just right. 

In high school Ian won awards at the Boston Globe Scholastics; he won a 
gold key for his portfolio and a sculpture he made. The press he received 
from that as a young artist helped him to get other opportunities such as 
the scholarship to the Art Institute and outside scholarships.
Eventually, in high school Ian realized he could make a living off of his 
passion and was hired to paint murals for businesses. 

Ian was lucky enough to receive a full ride scholarship for sculpture to the 
School of the Art Institute of Chicago for college and he instantly jumped 
at the opportunity. His fondest memories there were walking through the 
museum early in the morning before it was even open to get to class. 

In an unfortunate accident in 2004, Ian lost eyesight in his right eye. De-
termined not to give up on the path he had chosen, Ian continued to pour 
himself into art using just one eye - exploring all types of mediums. Ian 
dabbled with everything from snow sculptures, to origami, to abstract 
painting. He re-taught himself how to draw. It was not an easy path, but 
Ian is happy he stayed with his passion.

Over time Ian found that he had another passion: teaching. He has been 
fortunate to teach art to thousands of students over the past 20 years. In 
his time, Ian has taught students of all ages, abilities, and backgrounds. 
He has been teaching and doing contract work with the Field Muse-
um since 1997.  Ian teaches after school programs for Chicago Public 
Schools, multimedia programs in Chicago Private Schools, and a variety 
of courses in his gallery.

At this point in his life, Ian enjoys creating and teaching art but he also 
loves creating a home for a myriad of artists both local and global. Ian is 
thankful that every day he gets to walk into a space filled with talent, sto-
ries, and emotions.  He can share it with Chicagoans while also helping to 
give opportunities for artists to make a living.

Has gallery representation been an intricate part of art career or has 
working independently been more beneficial to your career? Or has 
a combination of both styles worked best?
Ian shares “Independently has served me best personally. Using the 
knowledge I’ve gained over the years from my own experiences and sell-
ing my own art, I’ve been able to pool that to provide opportunities and 
resources to other artists. I have an entrepreneurial spirit and a knack for 
sales. I’m proud to say I’ve always been the one selling my own art and 
have managed to make a living doing so.”

Ian sees his gallery (Ian Sherwin Gallery) as a space to create community. 
It is a place for artists, students, teachers, and more to come together. Be-
ing in West Lakeview allows Ian to expose locals to Ian Sherwin Gallery 
featured artists that they have never seen or heard of -- artists including 
global phenomenon Sipros (@sipros; graffiti artist for Brazil) or the quirky 
and creative “peanut artist” Steve Casino (@stevecasino) who has almost 
90k followers on Instagram. Groups of strangers come in nightly to join 
for painting and drawing classes. It is always a joy when Ian can have a 
conversation about someone like Diana Leviton Gondek  (@dianaleviton-
gondek) with his students as they gaze upon and draw inspiration from 
her pieces. It is also an honor for Ian to show his longtime friend Rebecca 
Moy (@rebeccamoyart) - a staple of the Chicago art scene.  Ian shares 
“In fact, just the other day a PR woman came in and exclaimed – ‘...is that 
a Moy!? I took classes from her years ago.’  Art creates conversation and 
brings people together. I like to think of my gallery as a home away from 
home where I welcome art lovers and enthusiasts from all walks of life. 
As it is a home for all variety of artists - I have a display room dedicated 
to up and comers like Sergio Farfan (@farfanart). I’m always looking to 
showcase new talent. For example, we’re excited to be receiving art work 
from one of our newest artists Tim Bengel (@timbengel).”

Ian got started as a curator and gallery owner because there was an art 
collector who had purchased several paintings and he presented the op-
portunity for Ian to open his own space. Although that particular business 
relationship did not work out, it opened Ian’s eyes to seeing that he could 
do this on his own. Like all artists and entrepreneurs, he has had his share 
of both successes and failures. Being a gallery owner ultimately allows 
Ian to combine everything he loves doing - sales, creating art, socializing, 
teaching, and more.”

Name the person(s) in the art world who were influential to your pro-
fessional career. 
Ian shares  “Peggy Macnamara (@mmacna) is one of my greatest men-
tors. She is the teacher I studied with at SAIC for seven (7) and a half 
semesters. She not only taught me how to listen to my instincts and my 
inner voice, but also how to be a good person.  She gave me the founda-
tion to become a great teacher.  She continues to be a huge inspiration 
and influence in my life.”

“If we want to go way back -- Abby Johnston  (from middle school) taught 
me how to use a mechanical pencil, and Tommy Wing and I just drew, 
drew, drew together. These two were a huge influence in my youth as they 
inspired and educated me in different techniques. 

Have you experienced any challenges or barriers pursuing your art 
career?  If so how have you overcome those challenges and barri-
ers? 
Ian shares “One of the biggest challenges I’ve had to overcome is being 
too trusting. I’ve learned a lot about people, both good and bad, and a 
lot about myself. Over time, I’ve learned to be cautious, that if something 
sounds too good to be true, it probably is.  The biggest lesson...drumroll 
please - unless that check is in your hand - the piece is not sold. One of 
the biggest barriers has been the loss of my eyesight. It is painful and 
difficult to deal with on a daily basis, but I’m thankful that I’m still able to 
create regardless.”

Painting by Ian Sherwin Gallery 
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Painting by Ian Sherwin 
Painting by Ian Sherwin 
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What are your thoughts of what is significantly impacting 
and changing the art world today? 
Ian shares his thoughts “On a positive level technology is al-
lowing artists to come together and also be seen. Their work is 
accessible visually through the push of a button. Instagram is a 
great space for this. The flip side is - art may be losing its lustre 
in regards to the craft, the devotion, and the passion. The term 
“art” is now a much more loose definition than ever. I’m an old 
fashioned guy who really appreciates the aesthetics of what I’m 
looking at.”

Tell us what changes you would like to see in the art world. 
And what do you think should remain the same in the art 
world?
Ian shares “The changes I would like to see are more opportuni-
ties for talent - not just for those with big wallets or connections. 
I would like to see people notate some of the geniuses who are 
currently creating. 

“What I would like to stay the same is the intrigue that one feels 
when approaching a piece of art for the very first time. The con-
nection they develop.”

What can your audience look forward to in the next three 
years? 
Iman is exploring themed exhibits, new and innovative class-
es, and a public art festival with the community around us.  Ian 
shares “The great part about having a physical space is that the 
possibilities are endless. I am always open to collaboration and 
welcome ideas.”

For more information on Ian Sherwin Gallery visit the web-
site at  http://www.iansherwingallery.com

Painting Class at Ian Sherwin Gallery 

Painting Class at Ian Sherwin Gallery 
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Painting Class at Ian Sherwin Gallery 
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J A M E S   N E L S O N
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by James Nelson

James Nelson discovered art at a very young age. James considers himself an urban modern figurative expressionist. His first portrait was a 
drawing of his mother. He drew every detail, from the creases of her smile to the roundness of her face, afraid and uncertain that his mother 
would unhappily accept the drawing because of the delicate details in the portrait drawing. Instead, she accepted the black and white drawing, 
saying “Draw everything you see, son”.

James Nelson went on to receive many awards since the age of 12 for his expertise in portraits, illustration, commercial art, and visual art. 
James attended Westinghouse Vocational High School and majored in Commercial Art. He then went on to attend Illinois State University 
to study graphic design, after receiving the All City State Awards Portfolio Winner in 1997.  His work has been exhibited in the Museum of 
Contemporary Art, Gallery Guichard, NYCH Gallery, Galleyna19 and many other prominent and upcoming art galleries in the Chicago Area.

James’ artistic process for creating his body of works starts with him loosing up first by doing a bit of expressionism in the background. Then 
he focuses on his figurative works in the foreground. It gives him a sense of balance. James tends to focus a lot on the detail when it comes 
to painting a portrait or the human form.    

With his artwork, James hopes to convey to the audience that there is a hidden gem inside all of us that has the ability to manifest wonders. 
James says “It is called the Infinity Stone…just kidding. I like to call it Source or God.”   

James indicated there have been so many things that have influenced his art career: observing local and international artists; glancing and 
gazing at street art; spirituality, his family, and his current work environment.  James has had worked in the field of social work for many years, 
and he was growing miserable. He finally realized that he wanted happiness and life! What gives him life? For James, being able to create is 
rewarding and fulfilling. 

Tell us which exhibitions you have shown in that have had a significant impact on your career.
 “My second solo show at NYCH Art Gallery last year titled BLVCKXGOLD. In this exhibit I wanted to display and compare the richness and 
value of  humanity, black culture, and materialistic perishable wealth.”  

Tell us about two important moments in your art career. 
 “My first solo art exhibit… It wasn’t as powerful as I wanted it to be. I was a beginner wanting to taste it. I didn’t convey or articulate the mes-
sage clearly. However, this show showed me that this was the start of a new journey and that I had a lot to learn. Which, I am so willing to do.”  

Tell us about some of your exciting upcoming projects. 
“I’m really excited about displaying work at ACS Gallery in Zhou B Art Center alongside Sanna Ahtan. Well, right now I’m focusing on my brand 
Soulful Artistry and catering more to the barber industry which has become very popular. I’m bringing a more innovative and creative energy to 
the barber realm by sculpting and molding something old and making it new. I forgot to mention that I’ve been cutting hair for 15 plus years. “

For more information on James visit him at http://soulfulartistry.com

Divinity I by James Nelson
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Golden Girl Lupita by James Nelson
Only For a Moment 2 by James Nelson

Endangered Kings 2 by James Nelson
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In this episode, Sergio Gomez interviews artist Julia Haw about art, life, and physical wellness.

Julia Haw (b. 1982, Flint, MI) attended Western Michigan University with a concentration in painting. She is recognized for her high-
ly bold, nostalgia-inducing and memory-staining paintings. She deals with issues rooted in personal life, Midwestern culture and 
Western Culture at large that delve into feminism, ageism, memory deterioration, death, intimacy and confrontation. She uses oil 
paint on cotton or linen as her mainstay medium, in order to achieve empathetic coverage of these socially and emotionally shared 
issues, and has been able to achieve considerable viewer pause through her dedicated work habit, vibrant color choices, straight-
forward subject matter, and by using people and objects within her community as models. Haw’s paintings tend to function as highly 
relatable, ensuing discussion amongst viewers, and bringing the public forum necessarily back.

Her work has been exhibited in such places as the Chicago Cultural Center, IL State Museum, and extensively with Claire Molek.

Listen to the podcast at http://www.theartistnextlevel.com/2374-2/

CHECK OUT ART NXT LEVEL PODCAST WITH 
Sergio & Dr. Yanina Gomez
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KIRSTIN MCCOY

Lavender by Kirstin McCoy
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Poppy Meadow by Kirstin McCoy

Wild Meadow Flowers by Kirstin McCoy

Kirstin McCoy is a Contemporary Impressionist Artist living in the South of France. She is influenced by the French Impressionists, Expres-
sionists, and Fauvists. Much of her art is inspired by the famous “Southern light” and amazing vibrant colors of the region.  Kirstin believes in fate; 
she supposes everything she has experienced in her life so far has brought her to where she is now.  Kirstin has always loved being creative and 
she says she is lucky to have wonderful parents who encouraged her to pursue an artistic career.  Attending college with a focus in art full time for 
several years was an influencing factor for her art career.  Kirstin studied at both at the National College of Art and Dun Laoghaire College of Art, 
in Dublin Ireland. This gave her the essential foundation for her art career. Kirstin is grateful for all her parents’ encouragement and support.  Her 
parents inspired her to pursue her dreams!

Kirstin’s work is about capturing the essence, spirit, and energy of the world around her. It’s as much about the invisible as the visible. Many of her 
paintings are distinguished by an energetic, extremely vigorous, and free treatment of often thickly applied paint using brushes and palette knives. 
Kirstin also is very interested in the expressive power of color and how certain colors can trigger different emotions.
Kirstin exhibits with Saatchi Art Online Gallery and she has been featured in several of their curated collections. This has been great for exposure 
and has certainly led to an increased interest in her art.  Exhibiting online has also had a big impact on her career.  She has sold many paintings 
worldwide as a result of exhibiting her work on her website online gallery: www.kirstinmccoy.com

Kirstin’s artistic style is influenced by French Impressionists, Expressionists, and Fauvists - artists that also painted in the South of France such as 
Van Gogh, Dufy, Cezanne, Monet, Matisse, Derain etc.  Kirstin has a great love of color and is deeply interested in capturing the spirit of life in her 
art. She also loves the atmospheric work of American painters such as Edward Hopper and Mark Rothko.

Kirstin’s studio is situated on the top floor of her five-hundred year old village home, 5km from the Mediterranean. She has a wonderful light filled 
space that is perfect for painting. Kirstin spends several hours most days painting in her studio.

Kirstin shares “I usually have several paintings on the go at any given time. My paintings are done gradually as I add layers of colors. This also 
allows the concept to develop as I work.”

“I’m in a beautiful part of the South France. The open countryside with the bright colorful flowers, the endless vineyards dotted with ancient cities, 
and the deep blue colors of the Mediterranean Sea are all inspiring for me.”

“Many of my paintings are based on drawings done on site in the countryside or in the towns etc.  I also paint ‘en plein air’ as well as in the studio.”

Kirstin believes both gallery representation and working independently are important to her. This combination has allowed her work to be seen and 
bought by collectors worldwide. Kirstin is currently represented by Saatchi Art Online Gallery and by Xanadu Art Online Gallery.

Kirstin has been fortunate to exhibit locally and internationally and has had success worldwide with her art being sold to collectors.  Kirstin’s has 
recently exhibited her work at Sofitel Redwood City, San Francisco Bay, California; Sofitel Los Angeles, Beverly Blvd, LA, California, Empress 
Hotel, La Jolla, California; Waterfront Hotel, Oakland, San Francisco Bay, California; Hotel Zephyr, Beach Street, San Francisco, California; Hotel 
Zephyr, Beach Street, San Francisco, California; Le 59, Rue du Casino, Aix-les-Bains, France; Galerie van der Meer, Pezenas, France; and Le 
59, Rue du Casino, Aix-les-Bains, France.  In addition, Kirstin was selected “Artist of the Month” for the Riveria Woman Magazine, featured by 
curators on numerous other online galleries such as Saatchi Art online gallery and leading publications such as Aesthetica and Vogue magazine. 
Vogue Magazine mentioned 

Her paintings radiate the atmosphere and colors of Provence and the Cote d’Azur. This artist’s work is in high demand and is featured in collections 
worldwide.”

Tell me about two important moments in your art career.
 “Going to Art College was an important moment in my career. I learned a lot because I was exposed to a vast range of techniques and ideas. I 
had the chance to develop essential skills such as drawing, painting, photography etc. It was a great time of exploring and ultimately discovering 
what appeals to me most.”

Another major moment in my art career was moving to the South of France some years ago. Moving from Ireland, I found the intense sunlight and 
vivid colors amazing; it was like someone had switched a light on! I have become much more interested and inspired by color since living here. 

Tell us about some of your exciting upcoming projects.
 “I have some exciting new art commissions coming up for several clients interested in scenes of the South of France. I am looking forward to 
traveling to Nice, Marseilles, Collioure and Carcassonne to do these paintings.” I have also been given the opportunity of some solo exhibitions, 
as well as being invited to exhibit in many upcoming shows and art fairs around the world.

For more information on Kirstin McCoy visit her website online galleries at www.kirstinmccoy.com; 

Saatchi Art Online Gallery: http://www.saatchiart.com/mccoy
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WHEATON RESIDENT IS FINALIST IN ART MUSE CONTEST

Fred Moss a Wheaton resident and artist was a finalist in the May Art Muse Contest for his painting “Cliffside View of Vernazza.” John P. Lasater, IV 
was the judge for the contest and stated “Excellent composition, and what it might lack in natural color, it makes up for with vicarious appeal. Nice paint 
quality also.” Vernazza is one of the towns of the Cinque Terre in northern Italy. The Cinque Terre have colorful houses on scenic cliffs overlooking the 
Mediterranean Sea which make for great subject matter for painting. Fred hiked the mountains of the Cinque Terre looking for scenic views to capture on 
canvas when he studied art in Italy.

Born and raised in the Chicago area Fred Moss was drawing and sketching the world around him from an early age. He grew up visiting the Chicago Art 
Institute, often admiring the outstanding impressionistic and classical painting collection. He attended the College for Creative Studies after receiving a 
partial school grant and earned a bachelor’s degree. After graduation he studied with renowned painter Romel De La Torre, who helped him convey on 
canvas his thoughts and feelings. He also studied at the Florence Academy of Art in his grandparents’ native country, Italy. There he found a subject matter 
that inspired him—the scenic towns and countryside of Italy. Fred painted Florence, Lake Como, Venetian canals, and the Cinque Terre.

In 2007 he was accepted into the American Impressionist Society's Annual National Juried Exhibition for his painting of "Springtime Flowers" which was 
held at Hilligoss Galleries in Chicago. In 2008 he was accepted into the American Impressionist Society’s Annual Juried Exhibition for his painting of “Rose 
Garden” which was held at Coda Gallery in California. In 2008 he had a solo show at the North Charleston City Gallery. In 2011 he had a painting in Art-
Prize, which is a global art competition held in Grand Rapids Michigan. In 2014 he was commissioned to paint a public art “horse of honor”. Each horse was 
dedicated to a Chicago police officer who was killed or injured in the line of duty. The exhibit featured life size statues of Chicago mounted patrol units that 
were each artistically designed by local Chicago artists. The exhibit benefited the Chicago memorial foundation. After the exhibit the horses were auctioned 
off and the proceeds went to the families of police officers killed or injured. In 2014 he had a solo exhibition at the Harold Washington Chicago Library of 
“Impressions of Chicago Gardens”. He has exhibited in several galleries and shows which include the Hinsdale Center for the Arts, Beverly Art Center, 
Karen Solem’s Gallery, 7013 Studio, Hinsdale gallery, Arlington Heights Historical Museum, Elmhurst Artist Guild, Mainstreet Art Center, and Silhouettes 
Fifth Annual Exhibit. He has also painted Chicago and Italy cityscapes for limited edition prints which were signed, numbered, then distributed and sold in 
the Chicagoland area. Chicago city hall has one of his prints hanging there. 

For more information please contact Fred Moss at fred@fredmoss.com or (630) 682-1490.

Cliffside View of Vernazza by Fred Moss
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Rebecca Stahr is a visual artist living with her husband and son in a conservation community surrounded by the beautiful native 
prairie of northern Illinois. Rebecca went on to attend the American Academy of Art in Chicago, studying advertising, graphic design 
and illustration, where she graduated in 1992. After more than 20 years of working in the commercial art field, Rebecca is now a full 
time artist. She is a member of various professional organizations and has work displayed in many private collections and public 
gallery spaces in the greater Chicago and Milwaukee areas.

For over the past 10 years, Rebecca has been struggling with a growing battle of auto-immune illness and chronic pain. Rebecca 
has learned to use this pain as a lens which informs her art.  Rebecca’s art is inspired by being able to find beauty and value in the 
broken, as well as the impermanence and cycles of life and nature. The works created point toward a of reflection of deeper value 
and identity and enables compassion for humanity’s brokenness and imperfection.

Listen to the podcast at http://www.theartistnextlevel.com/080-rebecca-stahr-finds-beauty-lens-pain-brokenness-im-
perfection/

An immigrant from Mexico who moved to Chicago at the age of sixteen (1964), Raya has emerged from the Chicago Latino community as a con-
temporary artist voicing the complexities and socio-political struggles of a world in peril. From his early and humble beginnings painting street 
murals, to his current elaborated paintings and installations that now are part of important collections such as Chicago’s MCA, Snite Museum, 
National Museum of Mexican Art, Museum of Fine Arts Houston and the Richard Harris Collection among others, Raya continues to articulate 
a reality beyond geographic borders and into a collective experience that seems increasingly similar across continents. His social commentary 
penetrates into the fragments of our psyche and questions the norms of our common social practices. Marcos Raya. A Sophisticated Razkuache 
(the failure of elegance and the triumph of a lack of resources), brings honor to a Chicago-based artist whose affinity and determination to see 
beyond the status quo, makes him a relevant and important artist in the world today.

Read more online.  Listen to the podcast at http://www.theartistnextlevel.com/055-artist-marcos-raya-talks-about-his-artistic-path-and-
enduring-a-long-art-career/

CHECK OUT ART NXT LEVEL PODCAST WITH 
Sergio & Dr. Yanina Gomez
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ART CIRCLES
A Close up view of Lexicon Exhibition Opening crated by Jenny Lam 

*exhibition photographs provided by Sergio Gomez 
Second Floor Gallery at the Zhou B Art Center. Exhibition runs: June 17th  - July 9th

Lexicon Intercative Art Exhibition curated by Jenny Lam. A picture’s worth a thousand words. Or one. Or a multi-volume series of novels with no end in sight. A single piece of art may take on vastly different meanings to different people. Even a work that wasn’t made with 
some sort of intended deeper meaning might stir a storm of thoughts and emotions within its viewer. Such is the power of art. Hailing from all over Chicago, the country, and the world, LEXICON’s participating artists include Adrienne Glover, Adrienne Powers, Agnieszka 
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Lexicon curated by Jenny Lam
Zhou B Art Center, Second Floor Exhibition Space |1029 W 35th Street, 4th Floor | Chicago, Illinois 60609
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Lexicon curated by Jenny Lam
Zhou B Art Center, Second Floor Exhibition Space |1029 W 35th Street, 4th Floor | Chicago, Illinois 60609
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Lexicon curated by Jenny Lam
Zhou B Art Center, Second Floor Exhibition Space |1029 W 35th Street, 4th Floor | Chicago, Illinois 60609
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Lexicon curated by Jenny Lam
Zhou B Art Center, Second Floor Exhibition Space |1029 W 35th Street, 4th Floor | Chicago, Illinois 60609
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Lexicon curated by Jenny Lam
Zhou B Art Center, Second Floor Exhibition Space |1029 W 35th Street, 4th Floor | Chicago, Illinois 60609
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Lexicon curated by Jenny Lam
Zhou B Art Center, Second Floor Exhibition Space |1029 W 35th Street, 4th Floor | Chicago, Illinois 60609
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Lexicon curated by Jenny Lam
Zhou B Art Center, Second Floor Exhibition Space |1029 W 35th Street, 4th Floor | Chicago, Illinois 60609
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Lexicon curated by Jenny Lam
Zhou B Art Center, Second Floor Exhibition Space |1029 W 35th Street, 4th Floor | Chicago, Illinois 60609
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Searching In The Field of L ight II by Sergio Gomez


